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ABSTRACT.
This dissertation investigates th~ upper mantle discontinuities beneath South Africa
by analysing seismic waves converted from p to Sv recorded at an array of broad...
band seismometers .. Events, with desirable characteristics recorded ateach station
aI'S transbrmed to a suitable coordinate sysf~fn, nOflualised, and stacked t6':~t1hance
.,\
the weat~ converted phases. Additional low pass filters are also applied to lrtlprove
the signal to rrolse characteristics of the data.
No data, suitable torprocesslnq were found for stations outside the Kaapvaal cratori
Despite additional problems related to the application of sub-optimum numerical
routines to a limited data base, by combining results with those from an independent
study two models were derived for the '400 krn' and '670 krn' discontinuitis_s beneath
the Craton. Models for the '670 km' discontinuity accord with a s;mplif~ad global
earth model while models for the '400 km' discontinuity indicate the presence of a low
shear velocity layer not supported in a global earth model. Addltlonal broad band
seismic data must be acquired to investigate this phenomenon further.
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'1) INTRODUCTION.
1.i) The lithosphere Project
The deep structure of the lithosphere is a contentious issue with many of its
properties yet to be determined properly; for example the depth to the base of the
lithosphere, the degree of vertical and horizontal heterogeneity and the nature of the
interrace with the underlying asthenosphere, This dissertation uses data from the
South African Lithosphere Project, an industry sponsored project initiated to answer
questions such as these and to define the deep structure of the Kaapvaal cratonic
lithosphere and asthenosphere and their relationships to the surrounding mobile
belts.
The Lithosphere Project employed the 25 South African Geological Survey (SAGeo)
seismic stations and 8 broad-band field stations specially designed for the project
(see section 3.1). These formed a combined array, covering most ofthe Kaapvaal
craton extending into the Narnaqua-Natal mobile belt, to record seismic events. In
general teleseismic events were of greater utility to the project than local (mine
induced) =elsrnic events. All data discussed in this dissertation pertain to teieseisrns
recorded Ly the broad-band field stations which were operational between May 1988
and December 1991 when the project was terminated. The operation dates of the
eight stations are presented in table 1.1.1 while the locations are shown in figure
1.1.1.
Although the data recording aspect of the project has terminated, at the time of
writing this dissertation, progress was still being made with processing ana
interpreting data to complement work that has already been completed. Completed
work includes use of the spectral ratio method to define crustal parameters for each
of the eight field stations (Muller, 1991), a study of velocity anisotropy using wave
polarisation characteristics from three component ground motion (Vinnik 0tat, 1993a),
and studies involving P and PKP travel time residuals (Green, 1991a). P-to-S
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converted phases were also investigc:lted independently and concurrently with the
present study. - results are presented in Vinnik et aI (1.9980) and In an internal
University of the.\Nitwatsfsrand document (Vinnik, 1992).
Although Jordan(1975) indicated that the lithosphere may extend .,to a depth of
approximately 400 km, It is more generally accepted that it extends to a depth of only
about 200 km, Therefore the current study fallt} outside the main brief of the
lithosphere project as it investigates upper mantle structures at depths of
approximately 400 km and 670 km.
Harare-O
I \
32'E )
} IS'S
ZIMBABWE
Z18uIQ'ilqyo
BOTSWANA
~2'S
o sao Km
Rgure 1.1.1 - Location of broad-band field stations utilised for the Llthosphers : I ~ject.
6
f STN. I ~~ME LAT•• 1 iLbNe'l ELEV. Date On I Off. J(m)
PtL Pilanes 25.2218 27.101 E 1218 Apr 90 Dec 90
-burq
2S.0;EtBPI Johanne- 2E'.1758 1700 Ju~89 Dec 90
sburg
~'!"'"""'
nou Douglas 29.1'158 23.884E I109 May t!8 Dec 90
KEN Ken 29.7428 21.09SE£ 872 Ju[ 88 Jan 89
-hart
KLI Klipveld 25.8538 26.266E 1576 Jan 89 Dee 90
KAM Kameel 29.i358 23.125E 1173 Jul 89 Dec 90
-puts
SAN Sand 24.6f;68 27.6i7E 950 Feb 90 Dec 90
-rlvler
CAR Warr 28.3778 24.891 E i173 Jula8 Jan 90
-enton
Table 1.1.1 List of broad-band field stations showing fulf station name, geographic coordinates and
operation dates.
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1.2) Geological Setting.
Since this project is concerned with an investigation of features below the accepted
depth of the Iithosphere/asthenosphere boundary, an in-depth understanding of the
surface geological setting of the eight seismic stations is not required. However,
since the research is partly concerned with investigating if variations in the structures
of interest - upper mantle discontinuities at depths of approximately 400 km and 670
km - correspond to variations in the gross surface geology, a general overview of this
geology after Tankard et aI(1982) is presented.
Traditionally the Precambrian tectonic units that make up the structural framework of
Southern Africa have been deSignated as mobile belts or cratons. Mobile belts were
defined as younger, linear rnetamorphlo belts which surround ancient cratons.
However, it has since been realised that the Limpopo mobile belt is older than the
adjacent Zimbabwe and Kaapvaal cratons and is not a belt in the true sense.
Tankard at aI(1982) believe that cratons are the final stage in the lifespan of a mobile
belt - in other words a craton is a mobile belt in an advanced evolutionary stage - and
prefer the use of the nonqerietic term 'province" to describe the various tectonic units.
A geological map showing these provinces is presented in figure 1.2.1.
In terms of the present study, however, the difference between a mobile belt and a
craton is critical. The Kaapvaal Craton is an archaen craton while the Narnaqua Natal
Mobile Belt is an example of proterozoic oroqenlc activity. Each of these has its own
geological and geophysical characteristics as would be expected from crustal
evolutionary models (Windley, 1984). For example, evidence from heat flow data
(Jones 1987,1988) suggests a reduced lithospheric thickness for the Namaqua Mobile
Belt with respect to the Kaapvaal Craton. The Kaapvaal Cratoh and the surrounding
mobile belts must therefore be considered in terms of their differing geo[ogical and
geophysical properties, This is part of the reason why the seismic array transacted
both the Kaapvaal Craton and the Narnaqua Natal Mobile Belt, Another aim of the
present study is to examine whether differences in the lithospheric mantle correspond
to any differences at depths corresponding to the upper mantle dlscontlnultles.
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DAMARA PROVINCE:
J~'S
32.'E
Figure 1.2.1 ~The geologica.! provinces of South Africa (simplified from Tankard et al (1982).
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Tankard at al(1982) believe that the southern African crust has passed through the
five well defined evolutionary stages discussed below. A more detailed chronology
of the crustal evolution of Southern Afrioa is reproduced in figure '1.2.2.
1) Archaen pre-crustal development which gave rise to crystalline massifs
represented by the Kaapvaal, Limpopo and Zimbabwe provinces;
2) During the early Proterozoic this basement was buried beneath the largely
sedimentary cover of for example the Pongola, Witwatersrand and Transvaal
Supergroups. The Archean-Proterozoic boundary is characterised by a period
of cratonic stabilization which resulted from a decreased heat flow end an
increased thickness of continental crust. The intrusion of the igneous
Bushveld Complex also occurred during this period.
3) A stage of Proterozoic orogenic activity characterised by intense orogeny
in the southern and western parts of the subcontinent. This period persisted
until the start O\' the Phanerozoic and gave rise to the Narnaqua and Natal
provinces.
4) The Gondwana era is marked by a period of abortive rifting and continental
sedimentation which resulted ln the Cape and Karoo Supergroups.
5) The period after the Gondwana.era is marked by massive scale contlnentsl
fitting and the development of limited Cenozoic marine sedimentary deposits.
Station KEN was situated on the granitic gneisses of the Narnaqua province formed
during phase 3. All of the other stations were situated in the Kaapvaal Pro' 'ince in
geologk:al environments formed during phases 2, 3 and 4. BPI was sited 0(1 the
Witwatersra.nd Supergroup sediments, DOU and WAR were sihlatp.d on the
Ventersdorp Lavas, KLI and SAN were situated on Pretoria Group dolomites, KAM
was situated on Karoo Dwyka and PIL was situated within the Pilanesburg Complex
(phase 3).
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FigUf'~ 1'.2.2 - Geological evolution Of southern Africa (after Tankard at al Hl$2).
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1.3) Sleismic Investigations of Upper Mantle Structure.
Much progress has been made during this century in defining the structure of the
earth al: depth with seismic techniques having played a major role ln this reg~rd.
Present day studies are centred around examining the fine scale structure of the
earth's 'four main structural components which are the crust, the mantle, the outer
core and the inner core.
EvidenCllefnr the possible existence, of upper-mantle discontinuities above 1000 km
beneath the earth's surface has existed since the 1920's. For example 8.yerly(1926)
,
produc~d evidence for a crlangle in the slope of the travel time curve of P waves at
an eplcentral jistance of approxlmateiy 2()0in 1926. Later analyses of P wave travel
data by Byer!y(1935) revealed dlscontlnultles at eplcentral distances ofapproxlmetely
17° and 28°.
The results of additional studies yielding evidence for upper-merrde discontinuities
from thls time to the rrud-19r30's; when the existence or two discontinuities, one at a
depth of approximately 400 krn and the other at approximately 670 km was confirmed
((Niazi and Anderson(196fS), Green and Hales(1966), Julian and Anderson(1968,},
Archambeau et aJ(196Q)); are summarised by Anderson(1965). Today these
discontinuities are genf.'?rallyreferred to as the '400 krn' and '670 km' discontinuities
as these are the depths ascribed to them by most reference earth models, for
example the Prelimil"Iary Reference Earth Model (PREM), (Dziewonski and Anderson,
1981), An understandlrj; of the nature of these dlscontlnultlos is crucial in the
understanding c f mantle convection and its implications far many branches of the
earth sciences.
All of the studies during the 1960's cited above employed seismological techniques
involving an analysis of P wave travel times. Because of this the '400 krn' and '670
km' discontinuities were referred to as selsmoloqlcal or velocity discontinuities. If
these discontinuities manifest themselves geophysicaHy there has to be some
geological transltlon occurring at these depths - in other words there has tc.~be an
12
inherent change in mantle material rheology across the boundaries.
Much nasearch. has been conducted in an attempt to establish whether these
bound8!,j'ies are charaeterised by simple phase transitions of a single bulk mantle
materi~(f,(which implie:s a chemIcally homogeneous upper mantle) or whether the
actual ,chemistry of ths material at these boundaries changes either with, or Without,
an asscclated phase (~hange. Work in thls field, which includes relating observed
labonl~tory results of phase and chemical transitions of assumed mantle materials
(experlmental petrolo~JY)to seismic observations, includes that of Anderson(1976),
Lees~at aI(1983), Bass and Anderson(1984}. Weidner(1985), Anderson and
Bas$il(i9861, Meade .and Jeanloz(1990) and Shearer(1991).
Thel success of any such analyses depend not only on the accuracy of the laboratory
measurements .0 'so on the, seeuracv of the seismic data and the analysis thereof.
Ths major breakthrough in the field of seismic data acquisition is the advent of higih
reselution, broac-bend, digital seismograph networks as discussed by Aomanowicz
anct Dziewonski(i.987) and in a South African context by Green(1992}.
Thlp global inVrRwsionof travel time and surface wave observations (seismic
tornoglraphy), although relying on accurate global se.ernlc dqt~, is a significant
development in1,hefield of seismic data analysis in that it allows for three dimensional
inversion and modelling of the earth's structure. The results of SUch inversions
include those of Dziewonski and Anderson(1984), while Woodhm.lse and
!)ziewonski(i984) and Anderson(1987), refer more specifically to the upper mantle.
The properties of the upper mantle dlscontlnultles which are pertinent to this study
(depth, order and lateral variation) cannot be derived from the limited data of long
range profiles, however) "To meet demands for higher resolution and accuracy, a
technique of seismic probing using long-period waves converted from P to S within
the mantle transition zone was developed and applied to a few sets of sslsrntc
records" (Fuchs et aI,; 987). This method war, originally described by Vinnik(1977)
and Vinnik at al(1983) and involves the following processing procedures:
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i) Events with suitable characteristics recorded at each station are
transformed to an orthogonal coordinate system containing the,princip§1 axts.
2) Each,~vent is normalised by cross-correlating the component containing
the V§_riicanypolarised shear energy with the pulse correspon.;iJng to the P'
~~/~ . ... _- . "_. .'. ,.'.
onset.
4) Normalised events are stacked to enhance the weak converted phases.
5) Additional, IO)N'passfilters may be applied to improve the data'ssignal to
noise' characteristics.
Oth~r papers which describe use of the method (with possible rnodlflcatlons) for a
",, . ...• (J
variety of applications include Paulssen (1985):1,Qiyuan and Kind(1986), Souriau(1986),
Wejeman and Souriau{1 ~B7), and Kind and Vinnik(i 988). P-to-S converted phases
have also been studied previously in South Africa by Clohowloz (personal
communication) and by Vinnik (1992).
This dissertation desCrib~$;~OW data acquired ever a threeyear period by the
Lithosphere Project broad-band stations were used to investigate p ..to-s converted
phases from d,~Pthsof 400 km and 670 km with an aim to gain insi\ght into the nature
of discontinuities at thess'depths for a variety of 9ElographicallocatIons. It is stated
at the outset that the processed data discussed in this dissertation areofllmlted utility
in understanding the nature of these discontirtuities.' This will become evident in the
presentation of the results (section 4) while reasons for this will be discussed In
section 5.
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2) THEORY.
2•.1) General Seismic Theory.
An understanciing of P to S converted phases at any seismic boundary requires an
understanding of some elementary physics pertaining to the reflection and refraction
of elastic waves, Detailed descriptions -:and derivations of equations related to the
theory of transmission of seismic waves across a boundary surtace. . elastic media
are presented in most standard texts on selst.tlc theory, for example Sullen and
Bolt(1985) and Ben-Menahern and Singh(1981). The purpose otthls section is not
to repeat these descriptions. but rather to hignlight some of the important concepts.
2.1.1) Reflection and refraction of seismic Waves
Consider two homogeneous media M and M' (after the notation of Bullen and Bolt,
'1985) in welded contact separated by a plane boundary which is taken to be
horizontal (fig 2.1. '1). Consider the laws of reflection and refraction for plane waves
(for example a P wave) propagating through the medium M towards this boundary.
o is the origin at any point on the boundary O~, and OXapoints normally into the
medium lW. Let VPlI VP2' VSt and VS2 be the respective compressional and shear
wave velocities in the two media,
If the angle between the normal to the incident wave front and the normal to Ox.. is
i1 (the angle of incidence) then the angle between the normal to the wave front and
the normal to Ox, for the reflected P wave is also i1 while th~~of the reflected S wave
will be i1',The corresponding an6!e for the refracted p.wave (propagating Inmedium
M') is i2 and for the refracted S wave i2', The reflected S wave and refracted P and
S waves are a result of the mathematlcal conditions which state:
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where WI and WI are the components of particle motion parallet to and perpendicular
to the boundary respectively (Howell, 1969). These ct..lditions imply dispracernent
continuity - that is the sum of the motions both parallel and perpendicular to the
boundary on either side are equal.
s
o
p
M
VP1
VS1
s
Figure 2.1.1 - Two Media (M and lVi') In welded contact separated by a plane boundary.
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By considering Fermat's principle, or more simply Huygens principle, a relationship
IS derived which relates the cornpresslonel and shear velocities. in media M and M'
to the angle that the respective ray path of the seismic wave makes to the normal of
0Xt. This relationship is referred to FlS S.,ell's law which states:
sin i1
T1Pl
:::sin it' =:
vS1
sin i/
VSz
2.1.1
The partition of the energy of the incident wav~' f; ont at an interface must be
considered. This partition of energy (or amplitudes) is described by the Zoeppritz
equations. Solutions of these equations generally yield the amplitude of the reflected
or refracted wave relative to the amplitude of the incident wave. Many papers which
present soli..,\tions of the Zoeppritz equations for incident P and S waves as a set of
simultaneous equations,for example McCamy at aI(1962), have been published.
However, as noted by Young and Braile(1976), many of these solutions contain errors
or ambiguities in the sign conventions used. _The problem was resolved by Ha.lesand
Roberts(1974) and the solutions as stated, for example by Ben-Menahem and Singh
(1981) are assumed to be correct. With respect to the present study it i~ sufficient
to note that the solutions to the equations (and consequently the relative amplitudes
and energies of the reflected and refracted phases) are dependant only on the
parameters .listed in equation (2.i.1) and the densities of the two media across the
boundary.
Theoretical equations can be derived for the compressional and shear propagation
velocities in a medium. One such expression for these equations, as stated by Bullen
and Bolt (1985) is as follows:
~
Vs = ~ * 2.1.2
where k is the bulk modulus of the medium, ILthe rigidity and p the density. Since
these parameters are all related to the nature and .the rheology of the material
constituting the medium, it IS easy to understand '....hy the angles of reflection and
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refraction, and the relative amplitudes of the various wave phases across a seismic
discontinuity are dependant on the geological conditions at such a boundary.
The above discussion pertains to two homogeneous media separated by a sharp
seismic discontinuity where the cha.acterlstlcs of medium M change abruptly to those
of M' at the boundary O~. This is called a first order seismic discontinuity. A second
order seismic discontinuity is one Where the properties of one medium ch~nge
gradually to the properties of another medium over a vertical depth interval. The
partition of the amplitude of the incident wave front across a second order
discontinuity can be analyzed by' considering a number of discrete, juxtaposed
seismic layers or by numerical techniques like the finite element method. For the
present discussion the following features of the two types of discontinuity are
relevant:
- the amplitudes .)f the transmitted phases at ';_j, first order boundary are
independent of the frequency of the phase,
- second order boundaries transmit lower frequencies preferentially. The
more gradual the transltlon the greater the attenuation of the high frequency
component of the seismic wavefront.
2.1.2) Travel time considerations
A multilayered earth as shown in figure 2.i .2. is now considered. Starting with
equation 2.1.1 it is easy to show that:
.r1 sin il = .r2 sin i2 = r;j sin i3 =
VPl VP2 VP3
.. = P 2.1.3
where r is the radius from the centre of the earth to any point on the seismic ray and
p is a constant for that ray known as the ray parameter. If T is the travel time for a
seismic ray over an arc (eplcsntral) distance A then
i8
cdT
"iP=dli
r
\
) ) )
2.L4
Using the definition of p il) equation 2. t .4, integral expressions relating T and A can
be derived. One such expression (Bullen and Bolt, 1985) relating travel time to
epicentraJ distance is as follows:
\
Figure 2.1.2 - Seismio ray in a multilayered earth
roT = pA + 2J z ? (112 - p2) 1/2 ax
rp
2.1.5
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where
11 =:
V
r 2.1.6
V is the velocity of the seismic phase, f., is the radial distance to any p"pint on tile ray
and r, is the earth's radius. Using definition 2.i.6, equation 2.1.5 can be rewritten in
the following form:
2.1.7
2.2) Theory of the Analysis of P-to-S Converted Phases.
In section 2.1 the phenomenon of the polarisation of the reflected or transmitted S
wave was ignored. If the stress vector associated with the displacement across a
boundary is considered, it is apparent that an incident P wave generally gives rise to
reflected and transmitted Sv waVes (Ben~Me: rem and Singh, 1981). The notation
Sv signifies a shear wave that is polarised in the vertical plane.
Hence, an analysis of seismic waves converted from P to S at either the 400 km or
670 km discontinuity involves the detection of 10r.J period waves converted from P
to Sv at the receiver side of the raypath from a distant earthquake. Since the P~Sv
phase is generally a weak phase (with energies of a few percent of that of the P~
wave) it is necessary to enhance the slqnal-to-nolse ratio by rotating the records to
an Hand L coordinate system as discussed below. It is also necessary to stack the
standardised l-l-cornponent records of many events received at the same
seismograph station (Vinnik, 1977).
Consider a three component seismometer in a Cartesian coordinate system (figure
20
2.2.1).
z
Principal direct-ion of P-wove
porticol motion
l
Components X, Y, and Z correspond to the east/west, north/south and vertical
components respectively. Sv waves are best detected by projecting the particle
motion onto an axis which lles in the vertical plane containing the principle direction
of the P-wave motion and which is perpendicular at the same time to the principle
direction (figure ~.2.2) (Vinnik, 1977). The denotation for this component is H(t) while
that along the principle direction is l(t). If the emerqent angle (the angle between
the principle direction and the radial component in the horizontal plane) is ~~then:
Event
y
North
Eost
Rodioldirection
Figure 2.2.1 - Three component seismometer In a Cartesian coordinate system.
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H(t) ::;< .R(t) sin(e) - ZC(t) coa t e)
L(t) =Z(t) sin(e) +,R(t) ..cos Ce)
where R(t) is the radial component calculated from the following equation and AZ is
the back azimuth of the event:
R( t:) = ~X( t) cos (AZ) - Y( t;) sin (AZ) 2.2.3
Principal uirectkm
~-"_--r-"~----.c;:::.
Radiol Component
R(t)
Vertical Component
Z (t)
H-<;ornponent
Hct)
L -Cornponent
L Ct)
figure 2.2.2 Relationship between the vertical. radial. prlnclple and H components
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The principal direction, discussed in connection with equations 2.2. t and 2.~.2 is
essentially the dlrectlon of the P~wave ray path. The emerqsnt angle e can be
approximated from tables, for example that of Ben..Menahem arid Singh(i 981) (see
fig:..lre 3.3..6) in conjunction with an appropriate crustal correction factor. It is
desirous, however, to calculate this angle automatically for each salsrnlc event using
the method of Husebye et aI (1975) as quoted in Vlnnlk et at (1983):
e = al:ctan(-<R(t)Z(t) ~ / (A. - -<Z2(t)>-» 2.2.4
where -< >- denotes aVeraging over the time period of the P-wave duration. This time
period is easily estimated by examining the velocity record of the event. A., is the
bigger' root of the equation:
The H(t) component must be standardised to account for the differences in the
magnitudes and the source functions ofthe various events being analysed (Vinnik et
al, 1983). The standardised H(t} component can be expressed as follows:
~ ~
iI( t) = J R( t: -t' 1:) *L(1:) dt / f [L(1:) Pd1:
t:1 t:1
\
where t is now the time delay of the cross-correlatlon between Hand Land 11and ~
correspond to the first-arrival time and the end of the P-wav9 train respectively.
If it is assumed that the form Clf the converted Ps-wave train is similar to that of the
"P-wave train then local maxima of the function H equal the amplitude ratio PJP and
the value of t, (tps) which corresponds to each maximum is equal to tile time interval
between the P and the Ps arrivals (Kind and Vinnik, 1988). Zero time on the
crcsscorrelated records is the time con ~sponding to the maximum of the
autocorrelation of L(t}. This time is determined by examining the normalised
autocorrelatlon functlon of L(t):
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C2 t~
L(t:} ::;:!L(t: + '1;) *L(1;)dt / frL(7;)1adr
t~ ~1
Examination of figure 2,2.3 will clarify the concepts related to equation s 2.2.6 and
2.2.7.
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Figuro 2.2.3 ~ l1elatlonehip between the normalised H(t) and L(t) components and t.,~,
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The time interval, ipsi between the P and the Ps arrivals can ~)e determined from
equation 2.1.7 assuming that the ray parameter p is the same for both of these
phases. This time interval is given by
2.2.8
where r, is the radius to the depth of conversion and r, is the earth's radius.
Velocities Vp and Va can be taken from any reference earth model for example the
IASPEI 1991 model (Kennett, 1991). For a fixed .conversion depth ips is strongly
dependant on the ray parameter p or the epicentral dlstance of the event. The
assumption that the ray parameter 1$ the same for both the P and the Ps phases
results in the exact values (.)f ips being slightly lower than the estimates. However, for
upper mantle conversions the differences are of the order of a rraotton of a second
(Kind and Vlrinlk, 1988).
To enhance a waVe converted at a depth f" and to suppress waves converted at other
A
depths the H components for many seismic events coverlnq a large range of
epicentral distances are stacked for inclividual stations by a delay and sum technique
(Fuchs et al, 1987). Stacking is another signal ennancement procedure which is
permls '~ble since the P-to-S converted phases are sensitive only to the discontinuity
at depth near the receivers (Shearer, 1991). The delay o~(rp) is given by:
2.2.9
where ~(rp) is 'cps calculated for the p value of the ith event and '~(rp) is ips calculated
for a reference value of p for an eplcentral distance of 67°. This reference value is
used in nearly all studies deallr J with p·to-S converted phases quoted in the
literature and is maintained in the current study. Stacking can be performed for a
Variety of trial conversion (phasing) depths while the true depth of oc ivsrslon can be
tound with much higher accuracy using equation 2.2.8. Corre:spondence between
results using the two methods would imply that the converted phase is a true phase
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rather than a processing artifact.
These ideas will become clearer in section 3.3 when the data processing performed
during the current study is discussed.
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3) DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING.
A detailed description of the data recording broad-band seismographs used during
the Lithosphere Project are presented in Green(1992}. This section will summarise
some of the salient features of the acquisition system (after Green, (1992)) and e
describe haw the data were extracted al1d converted to a form suitable for further
processing,
3.1) PC Based Field Recording System.
With the exception of station BPI situated at the University of the Witwatersrand in
Johannesburg, aU the broad-band seismographs were located in remote rural
locations in South Africa aWay from sources of seismic noise. This was a problem
in that these areas are also removed from mains power which would normally be
required for personal computers (PCs), ideal for the handling and storage of large
volumes of data. Irl order to overcome this problem and maintain the utility of PCs
a field portable system was developed which operated using a practical number of
photovoltalc cells for power.
Tile system conststed of five main components:
A - Transducers;
B - Compression amplifier and analog to digital (A to D) converter;
C ..System control and real time clock;
o - Personal computer and
E - Power source
The transducers (A) were Guralp CMG3 Force Balance Accelerometers the integrated
output of which produced a flat velocity response from 0.05 Hz to 10Hz. Analog to
digital conversion (8) was performed using separate A to 0 cards for each channel
with the seismic signal being filtered using a four pole Butterworth filter prior to
conversion, Analog data compression wa~~used to make efficient use of a PC hard
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drive - quite simp!yFeach discrete seismic datum had to .bs stored in 8 bit format while
yielding large dynamic range and maintaining data reliability to the 1 % error level.
Using an 8th~order polynomial transfer function this was .achieved while
simultaneously increasing the dynamic range to approximately 84 Db. Details of the
data compression are given in Green (1993).
The transducers and the A to 0 system were powered continuously while the PCWas
only powered up when the acquisition memory on the A to D cards was 90% full.
The memory dump could store 28672 samples and the time interval between dumps
was 2007 seconds (S3m 27S). Thus, the sampling frequency was approximately 14.3
Hz yielding a Nyquist value of about 1.1 Hz. After the data were dumped from the
acquisition card to the PC, the PC. was switched off thus reducing power
consumption. The triggering of the PCwas monitored by the system control and real
time clock (C).
PGs (D) for the projectutilisedXf (S086) motherboards and 42Mb harodlscs. When
the disc contained 350 files (30.1 Mb) of data tlley were automatically,dumped to a
tape streamer, This procedure lasted approximately 25 minutes and occurred every
8 days. In terms of the 60 Mb capacity of the tapes used, each staflon had to be
VIsited ever, 24 days. Initially power (E) was supplied by two solar p!anel~~cl1arging
sealed lead acid batteries but this was changed to four solar pan~ls to overcome
problems associated with prplonged overcast periods.
[NOTE. The system described above was the system used to procure tM1 data
pertaining to this dissertation. l1'he newer systems (Green, (199.8) and personal
cornmunlcatlon) are different in many ways. The fundamental method of acquisition
and storage has changed (for example, 16 bit data storaqe with no top compression
applied) and a.lloutdated electronics have been replaced (80386 te:Dhnology, 200 Mb
hard discs! 500 Mb cartridge tape dumps etc}.)
In terms .of the present study the following points concerning dlata acquisition are
important M
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1) No records suitable for analysis were found for stations KAM, KEN
and WAR. The poor data quality at KEN and WAR is almost certainly
as a result of these stations being operational only during the earliest
phase of the project (table .1.1.1) when initial teething problems
described by Green(i 992) were examined and rectified. These
problems included battery failure due to insufficient solar panels,
mechanical and electrical failures in the transducers and, PC power,
RAM and disc failures.
The transducers used at station KAM were not Guralp CMG3 force
Balance Accelerometers as used at the other stations. This almost
certainly resulted in the persistent failure of one of the channels at this
station throughout its recording hlstory - a problem which has rendered
almost all data from KAM useless for further analysis.
2} At Pll, the north/south and east/west transducer outputs were
swapped over while at BPI the transducer polarities were reversed
regularly (presumably whenever maintenance was performed on the
station). There is also no consistency in polarities from station to
station. Th~c,)can easily be corrected for when individual records for
each station are processed and should be kept in mind should the data
base be used in the future. Polarities for the events processed in this
study will be presented in section SA.
These polarities were established by comparing the P arrivals of all three components
for the stations DOU, PI~ SAN and BPI for an event in the South Sandwich Islands
on 09/05/1990. This event has a clear, simple P onset for all stations (figure 3.1.1)
and a known source mechanism derived from the USGB Preliminary Determination
of Epicentres bulletin. By comparing the P onset for each component at each station,
a table of relative polarities wa:' established. By comparing anyone station with the
expected polarity in terms of the source mechanism a table of absolute polarities for
the four stations was established" By convention compressional motion to the south,
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~,astand down has the polarity +1, +1, +1. (The result of this analysis was checked
by p~'1orming a fir$'+ motion weight drop test at BPt)
The procedure was repeated for an event from the same region on 14/09/90 where
the stations KU, PI~ SAN and DOU were analyzed. Hence the absolute polarities for
all five stations that produced suttable data were derived. During processing (section
3.3). catafrorn each event used were checked against data from different stations for
the same event to ensure that the polarities were consistent.
Only events with clear, simple P onsets lndloatlve of good signal to noise (SJN)
Characteristics are suitable for consideration in terms of P-to-S analysis. Polarities for
such events should be ascertainable from visual inspection of the decompressed
records. For events where the onset is more uncertain in nature two component
hcdoqraphs should assist in establishing the polarities. (this is a more rigorous
method of examining seismic velocity data in a Cartesian coordinate system).
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Flgl.lrl;) 3.1,1 - Three components rotated to the correct pclarltes for an eventat SSI on 09/05/90
recorded at Douglas. The clarity of the P arrivals for all three components is noted.
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3.2) Preprocesslno,
Using the USGS ~Preliminary Dctermlnatlon of Epicsntres bulletin, identifiable seismic
events were extracted from the field tapes and placed on s"'~s of consecutive floppy
discs for each station. These data were later combined into a single data base on
a 386 'OX PC using software commissioned by the BPI. Lists which detailed the
recorded events in terms of their geographic and depth locatioils, their magnitude
and clarity of the onset of the arrival, were continually compiled and updated. This
information was included in the data base,
When the current project commenced, data were extracted from the floppy discs, the
top compression was removed and the data were, converted from binary to Asci
format. With the currentsoftware, events are displayed on screen and are extracted
simply by using the cursor to mark the beginning at:~dend points of the file,required.
Decompression is performed automatically in the extraction software. In terms of the
author's P-to-S analysis software the only prerequisite for the Input files is that the
arrival onset is approximately fourteen seconds after the starting time of the file and
that at least2048 data points are extracted (see section 3.3). The extracted binary
files are converted to Asci files containing data in a format suitable for the P-to-S
analysis software using the pl'ogram readfile.exe, The source code forthis program
(and ali others used in this study) is included as an appendix to this dissertation.
The decompression of the data mentioned above and discussed by Green(1993} was
one of the biggest problems associated with this study. Data processing performed
during previous work completed during the Lithosphere Project was not sensitivi
the decompression algorithm used. This algorithm, which deconvolves the response
of the polynomial transfer function, initially neglected to account for the zero drift in
the A to D conversion or the dc drift in the amplifier (see Green, 1993). Hence all the
original data : .rocessinq during this study was rendered redundant in that the
decompression had not been performed correctly. Once it was established that the
decompression was erroneous the problem was expediently resolved. A fundamental
principal of signal and data processing was reiterated by this example -the reliability
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of the nth data process is dependant on the reliability of the output from the (n .~1)th
process.
3.3) Data Processing.
Data processing is synonymous with numerical processing in this study.
Preprocessing produces, for each event to be analyzed, three files (one each for the
vertical, north/south and east/west components) each containing a column vector of
2048 digital, time sequential data. Processing involves transforming and manipulating
these data according to the theory of section 2.2. Hence, this section describes how
each equation in section 2.2 was implemented as a numerical routine. All programs
and subroutines discussed in this section were wntten in FORTRAN 77. They were
compiled as 1.6bit executables and run on 80886 PC. As was stated in section 3.2,
all source coos is listed in the appendix.
The main program unit for the P~to~Sanalysis software is called filon, This program
allows the User to call all subsequent processing routines. Theseroutines should be
called in sequential order, the exception being the filtering routine ffiltpc which can
be called at any point in the processinq route. In order to simulate the acquisition
of data .over a limited pass band all filtering performed durin;a this study was done
immediately ar:sr reading the data into the program. The data are read in using
subroutlnr caram. The da+afile must contain a column of at least 2048 free format
real nu-nbers. The 2048 data paints are needed because the Fourier filtering
performed in filter operates on a 2048 polnt array. The onset of the P arrival should
be approximately at array address 200 ('14s for a sampling interval of 0.07 s), Oncr
the data are read in, an option is available to display them in graphical form, either
on the screen or a printer. Velocity data read into pararn for an event in the South
Sandwich Islands are displayed in figure 3.3.1. Hardcopy facilities are avallable for
all data processing routines.
As mentioned above, filtering can be performed (slmult=reously on all data
components) in ffiltpc which calls routine filter. The seismic trace is transformed
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discretely into the Fourier domain wrere it is band pass filtered. The transition
between the pass and the reject bands is over one octave and takes th~1form of a
cos squared roll ..off, The filtered seismic trace is obtained by transf'lrming the
modified spectrum back to the time domain. Three pass bands were employed
during the current study corresponding to:
i) no filt'Jring;
ii) a pass band between 0.1 Hz and 0.4 Hz and
iii) a pass band between 0.05 Hz and 0.2 Hz.
Pass bands ii) e.nd iii) are over two octaves. Filt\9red versions of the velocity records
shown in figurE! 3.3.1 are displayed in figure 3.3.2. A crucial paint stated in the
previous parag'aph must be emphasised. Filtering was performed on the velocity
records that we,re read into the prograr1 in order to simulate the acquisition of lotlger
period data. Hence the filtered, stacked records displayed in section -4 are not the
result of simply filtering the unfiltered, stacked records. The necessity and posslbls
rarnlftcattons oj filtering the data in this manner will be discussed in section 5,1.
Routine veldis and it's subroutines convert the velocity records to displacement
records using nurnerlcal integration and a linear trend removal. This option was not
used during this study.
Rotrt performs Euler rotation on tile north/south and east/west components to a
radial/transverse coordinate system accordlnq to equation 2.2.3 and a corresponding
equation for the transverse component. An example of this rotation is seen in figure
3.3,3. The noisy nature of the transverse component is indicative of the rotation
having been performed correctly,
calce calculates the emergent angle according to equations 2.2.4 and 2.2.5. These
equations calculate an angle e for whlch the energy along the principal component
L(t) is maximised. The rationale behind these equations is very similar to the method
of principal component analysis.
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Routine rotlh rotates the radial and vertical components to the H(t) and L(t) axes
using the emergent angle calculated in calce, The result of this rotation is shown in
figure 3,:3.4.
Routine cross performs the following operations. It transtorms the H(t) and L(t)
components as for equations 2.2.6 ,and2.:2.7; it performs temporal shifting on th~ final
arrays containing the normalised H(t) and qt) components such that the
autocorrelation maximum of the L(t) component resides at array address 200 and it
allows for these final components 'to be written to a file. The final result of the single
event processing is displayed in figure 8.3.5.
Program tps requires a little explanation. The program calculates the delay time
between the P and the. Ps phases according to equations 2.2.8. and 2.2.9. The code
is divided into three parts:
• P and S velocities are determined using the lASPEI 91 model (Kennet el ai,
1991) at 10 km intervals from surface to a r'Qpth of 760 km;
~ discrete numerical integration is used to calculate the time delay for an
eplcentral distance of 67° using the derived velocity function;
- the time delay for a specific event at a different eplcentral distance is then
calculated. The result for an eplcentral distance of 67° is subtracted to give
the final normalised time delay to be used in the stacking program pcstack.
The user entered parameter In tps is the theoretical angle of incidence of a P wave
at the base of the crust for the epicentral distance of the event. This is used to
calculate the ray parameter p. These theoretioal angles are taken from Ben-Menahern
and 8ingh(1981) and are included in table 3.3.1. The simplified IASPEI 91 velocity
model used Is shown in table 3.$.2. Table 3.3.S. shows the tp~delay of for an event
at 67°, the tp~delay for an event at an epicentral distance of soQ and the final time
delay cSt used in the program pcstack
Program postack delays ~nd sums the final normalised components for each station.
For each stack the user will enter a three character name of the station ego KU and
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two filenames - one for the list of H components to ~ftack and another for the
corresponding time delay files. For each event, for each stacking depth the temporal
delay is converted to an array address delay which is applied to the corresponding
H component. The different H components are then summed for the particular
phasing depth. Each H component's origin time must be, at array address 200 when
It is read into the program. This is performed automatically in routine cross in
program 111011 as discussed previously. Twenty flles are output from the program
corresponding to twenty phasing depths from 0 km to 760 km at 40 krn intervals.
Zero time for the output files will be at 0 seconds,
Seisgrf2 allows the final stacked H components to be displayed, either on screen or
to a printer, Examples of output from seisgrf2 abound ii, section 4. Program stk467
allows output files from pcstack to be stacked. For example, in section 4, all stations'
stacked results for a phasing depth of 400 km are added together to produce an
additional stack.
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FigUre $,3.2 " Filtered versions of the velocity records shown In figw'e 3.3.1
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Figure 3.3.3 - Radial and transverse components of the veracity records shown in figure 3.3.1
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Figure 3.3.4 - H{t) and L(t) components calculated from the components displayed in figure 3.3;3
and the emergent angle ~ determined In ealee,
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Figure 3.3.5 - Normalised,·oross correlated components Hand l'..
:~' - ::: ]
h 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 40
Surface 45.5 42.3 39.9 38.3 37.3 36.3 35.5 34.8 34.0 32.9
600 k1n 37.3 36.7 35.9 35.3 34.8 34.1 33.2 32.4 31.5 30.S
11° '.
,I
c'
h 51 54 57 60 63 66 69 72 75 18
,
Surface 32,0 30.9 39.7 28.6 27.,5 26.5 26.5 24.5 23.5 22.6'
800km 29.5 i~, 28.5 27.6 26.7 25.8 24,9 "~4.0 23.1 22.2 21.3
,,'
Dt~
h I 81 84 87 90 9~ 96 99 102 105,'..r "',f•
Surface 1('.1.6 20.7 19.8 19.1 t6.7 18~5 18.4 18.2 17.S ..
IlaO()km [20.41 19,6 I 19.0 I ,.,8.6 18.5 18.4 18.1
\j
\
Table 3'.3.1. ~ Theoretical angles of lncldence for P Waves at the base of the crust (after Ben-
Mena.hetn and Singh, 19131). Intermediate values obtained by linear interp9latipn.
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I)
[ DEPTH.IN KM P VELOCITY (km/s)
40.0 8.04 4A7
so.o B.05
120,0 8.05 4.50
160.0 8.16 4.51
200.0 8.27 4.52
240.0 8.41 4.57
280.0
320.{)
360.0
400.0
440,0 .....
8.56 4.64..
4.71
4.78 .
4.85
5.13
5.22
5.30
5.39
5.47
5.56
6.00
6.11
.
6.21
8.70
8.85
8.99
9.46
! '
480.0
520.0
560.0
600.0
640.0
680.0
720.0
9.60
9.86
, 10.00
10.95
Table 3,3,2. ~Simplified lAPEl 91 velocity model (after Kennett, i991).
10.13
10.84
11.06
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II 760.0~===================~=~,========~~===~,~==============~
40.0 4.80 4.63 ~a.17----__..,..
80.C g.OO 8.60 ~0.40
120.0 18.17 12.54 ~0.63
1.60.0 17.37 16.p;'"j ~0.86
200.0 21.63 20.52 ..1.11
240.0 25.91 24.55 -1.37
280,0 30.15 28.52 -1.64
320,0 34.36 32.44 ~1.91
360.0 38.52 36.32 -2.20
400,0 42.65 40;t4 ..2.5'1
440.0 46.62 43.79 -2.93~
480,0 50.50 47.33 -3.'17
020.0 54.32 60.80 ..a.52
560.0 58.09 54.2'1 -3.88
" 61.131 4.25600.0 57.56
640.0 65.49 60.85 -4.64
680.0 69.04 63.98 -5.06
720.0 72.43 66.93 -5.50
760.0 75.76 69.80 -5.96
Table 3.3.3. - Table showing phasing depth, travel time delay and normalised travel time delay at.
Time delays. correspondlnq to phasing depths of 400 km and 670 km are pertinent to thi~ study.
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o3.4} Selection of Processed It mts,
An event recorded at a station must have the following two properties tor it to be
suitable for stach:ing:
~a clearly identifiable, simple P onset;
~ no peak H amplitudes greater than 10 % of that of the normalised L
component for any phase other than the initial Ps crustal phase.
These properties are required to ensure that the individual events are characterised
by propitious signal to noise characteristics. In addition, the focus of the. event
should preferably be either shallower than 100 km or deeper than 500 krn to prevent
other seismic phases ,being present at times corresponding to the Ps arrivals from the
discontinuities of interest.
The polarities for stations DOw,. SAN, PIt_,and I<U were constant. These polarities
were, for the vertical, north/south and east/west components respectively:
DOU ~( +1, -1, +1)
SAN - ( - iI +1, +1)
PIL - ( +1, +1, -1)
KU ..( -1, -1, -'1)
A list of events displaying the first property was drawn up by the author. This list was
modified on the basis of thesecond property, by Vinnik, who worked independently
with the data (Vinnik at al, 'I993b) during the current study. The 'final list of events
stacked at each station in this study ..presented in table 3.4.1, .. is almost identical to
the final list used by Vinnik(199Z). Table 3.4.1 lists the date, location, depth,
eplcentral distance and back azimuth of each everu. As discussed in section 8.i, no
suitable events Were present In the records of stations KAM, KEN and WAR.
The polarities at BPI changed regularly, as mentioned in section 3.1. The polarities
were ( +1, -- t , -1) for the first WO events listed in table 3.4,1 and ( +1, +1 I + '1)
for the other ~our events.
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"he paucity of events suitable for stacking, as shown by the table, indicates that the
stacked results discussed in section 4, must be viewed With a great ,~eal of caution ..
Only six events suitable for stacking were found for stations BPI and DaUI five for
SAN, seven for Plt, and nill.e for KU. This must be compared with the approximately
fourteen evehts:;cOlleGf~d'(~vera ten year periodanalyzed for each of tho four stations
, ,', ', .. ',_ - , __ ' .. _,, __ ,' .. .' .. -0,' ;.. _
$;tudied by Vinnlk et .Pl(1983) in f;,urope and North America. and the thirty six events
recorded over the s~~i~ per~nd, used by Kind and Vinnik(1988) When exarnlnlnq the-
;;'\",'._'" .,1 \',
Grafenburg records,
StackIng· is a proSrdure performed to enhance true conversions and cancel O'Jt
obfuscatory random signal. Because sultable data wer~ limited it cannot be said with
any-confidence that this was achieved with the stacking performed in this study.
o,
}
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Tabl~ 3.4:« ~L.Istof suitable events used for stacking ~t statlone SPI, OOU, SAN, FIlL and I,Ll,
o4) RESULTS.
The stecksd results for the five stations where suitable data were available are
presented In this section. As discussed In section 304, these results must be viewed
In terms of having been derived from a limited data bass. For each station three
separate stacks are presented corresponding to the three frequency pass bands
discussed in section 3.S:
- no filtering (hroad-band stack)
- 0.1 and 0.4 Hz ( intermediate period stack)
and 0.05 to 0.2 Hz ( long period stack ),
Filtering is performed on the data in order to improve Its Signal to noise
characteristics and if sufficient good data are avallable, to provide some insight into
the order of any discontinuity observed, The RS values indicated on the stacks are
the reilltive scales used to plot the records $0 that they appear similar' to the reader,
In addition to describing the phases corresponding to possible upper mantle
conversions, mention is also made of the near surface converted phases
corresponding to a phasing deptl1 of 0 krn. AlthoLlgl1 these neal' surface phases
relate to depths outside those of interest considered in tr.is study, they are discussed
to establish if there is any relationship between near surface and upper mantle
features beneath a station. These phases also illustrate the utility of analysing
converted phases when suitable data are available - near surface phases are much
bigger in amplitude than mantle converted phases, hence, fewer events need to be
stacked to obtain consistent results.
The near surface conversions are dominated by three phases "/lnnik, 1992):
'1) a Ps phase converted at the crust mantle boundary;
2) a multiple of this phase reflected as a P wave at the earth's surface;
3) a multiple of (1) reflected as an S wave at the earth's surface.
These phases are Illustrated as a sketch In figure 4.1. According to Vinnik(1992), for
sharp crust ..mantle transitions the three phases will be of approximately equal
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" u
?,. ()
d 11
amplitude (note the negative polarity of the Ppss oonversiorfJ.while. for gradual or
fJ
irregular trransitic:;IS the amplitude of the phases corresponding to the multiples will
be reduced.
p pssPpps-15l
X-
crust
/
/
Ps P PP$
Figuro 4.1 ~ Flelatlon$hlp betwElen the near surfaoe converted phases,
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4.1) Results for Station BPt
Ul2Qer mantle conversion~ "
Figure 4.1.1. ( broad-band stack): No evidence for any energy in this stack .
either at a delay time of 67.6s between phasing. depths of 560 and 720 km or
at a delay time of 40s tor phasing depths between 400 and 500 km, These
two areas on the stacked record correspond to the 400 km and 670 km
discontinuities respectively.
Agure4.1.2 (intermediate period stack): No etlergy above levels ascribable
to selcmtc noise.
Figure 4.1.3 (long period stack): Evidence tor some energy corresponding
to the .400 krn discontinuity. However,· it is very difficLllt to distinguish this
energy from noise present ~nother positions in the stacked record.
In summary, there are no clear upper mantle phases detectable in any pass band.
Crustal corJversions ..
Figur~ 4.1.4: A clear crust ..mantle Ps -onverted phase is seen at 4.8s with an
atT1plitut1erelative to the L onset of 9 % (figure 4.1.4). According to Vinnlk
(1992) a T.elative amplitude of 10 % cQrri$'$ponds to shear wave velocity
contrast of approximately 1 km/s, The Ppps phase is evident with the same
'\
relativeamplifude as that of the Ps phase at IS.es. No Ppss phaseIs evident.
A rogue conversion at 12s can 9nly be ascribe,d to a pr0c;;essing artefact
because of the high amplitude associated wlthlt, Evidence from the Ps and
Ppps phases indicates a Simple one layer crust with a sharp crust-mantle
transition.
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Figure 4.1.1 • Result of broad-band stack from station BPI.
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Figure 4.1.2 ~Result of lntermedlate period stack from station BPI.
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Figura 4.1.3 - Result of long period stack from station BPI.
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BPI - NO FILTERING. CONVERSION DEPTH = Oktn....I
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TIME SEC.
Figur.e ~.1.4 ~Near surface conversions for station apl. This stack corresponds to no filtering of
the original records and a conversion depth of 0 km.
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4.2) Results for Station DOH.
Upper mantl!U?onversions ~
Figure 4.2.1 (broad~band stack): No energy corresponding to delay times
of 40$ and 67.5s. There is evidence. for energy above seismic noise levels for
phasing depths between 480 krn and 640 1'<n1at a delay time of approximately
55s.
Figure 4.2:2 ( intermediate period stack): .Energy at 55s delay time is more
evident. No other clear potential mantle tJhases visible.
Figure 4.2.3 (~ng period stack): Energy peak at 55.25 at a phasing depth of
560 km is clearly visible. The high noise levels associated with the rest of the
long period record is disturbing as it indicates the presence of possible
processing artifacts, probably introduced by the filtering procedure.
Table 3.3.3 indicates that the true delay time (relative to an eplcentral distance of
679) for aconvertsd phase at 560 km should be approximately 58s. There is thus
evidence for a discontinuity between 500 km and 560 km below DOU since a phase
is present in all three pass bands, at the correct phasing depth for. the. correct delay
t'nme,
Crustal conversions •,.
Figure 4.2.4 : Clear Ps phase visible at 8.8s with a relative amplitude of 5 %.
The Ppps and Ppss phases are also well defined. This Implies a simple crustal
model with the crust-mantle boundary being shallower than at BPI.
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Flgur~ 4.2.1 ~Resllit of broad-band stack from station DOU.
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Figure 4.~.2 • Result of intermediate period stack from station DOU.
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Figure 4.2.3 " Result of fang period stack from station DOU,
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Figure 4.~.4 ~ Near surface conversions for station DOU. This steck corresponds-to no fil~erlng
of the original records and a conversion depth of 0 km.
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4.3) Hesultsfor Station SAN.
Upper mantle ccmversioH~ -
Figure 4.3.1 (broad-band st~Ck): No mantle transition phases distinguishable
from seismic noise are visible i,in the stacked records.
Rgure 4.3.2 ( intermediate period stack): The records are very noisy. There
is possible evidence for a converted phase corresponding to a depth. of 560.
km.
Figure 4.3.3 r Idlig period stack): .Ther-: is no evidence for any phase
corresponding to a depth of 560 km, hence, the energy in this area of the
stacked record in the previous figUre is a processing artefact However, there
is ar, obvious phase ata delay titne of 40s at a ph~slng .depth of 400km. There
is also energy at 67.5s between 400 km and 640 krn, however peak energy is
at a phasIng depth shallower than 640 km, consequently this ls probably
another processing artefact
The long period stack indicates the presence of a seismic discontinuity at a depth of
approximately 400 km beneath SAN. There is no consistent evidence for any other
mantle phases in the stacked records for this station.
Crustal conversions -
Figure 4.3.4: The Ps conversion is clearly evident a~,5.1s with a relative
amplitude of 6 %. The Ppps and the Ppss phases are not seen in the near
surface stack. The crust beneath SAN is probably complicated in nature.
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figure 4.3•.1 - Result of broad-band stack from station SAN.
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Figure 4.3.2 - Result of intermediate period stack from station SAN.
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Figure 4.3.3 ~Result of long period stack from station SAN.
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Figure 4.3.4 • Near surface eonverslons for statlon SAN. This stack corresponds to no filtering
of.the rriginal records and a conversion depth of 0 km.
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4.4} Re~lUltsfor Station PIL
Upper mar1tle conversions -
figure 4.4.t (broad-band stack): There is a phase in the area pf the stacked
records corresponding to a discontinuity near 400 krn. A weI! defined anomaly
with reversed polarity is also visible at a delay time just before 40s at the same
phasing depth. No other potential mantle phases are distinguishable from
noise.
Figure 4.4.2 ( intermediate period stack): The phase with normal polarity at
40s is still visible. the phase with reversed polarity is less well defined on this
stack.
Figure 4.4.3 ( long period stack): The long period records are very noisy.
Beth phases evident in the broad-band stack are evident in this stack .••The
cornplics.ed nature of the stack near 40$ may be related to t:-16 nature ot.the
400 km discontinuity below PIL or to a processln., artefact.
A seismic discontinuity at 400 km below PIL is indicated. This discontinuity may be
cornpflcated in nature with a reversed polarity phase providing evidence for a velocity
inversion near this depth. There are similarities in the long period stacks of PIL and
SAN at 40$ delay time.
Crustal conversions -
Figure 4.4.4: The Ps crust-mantle conversion is at 5.4$ with a relative energy
of 7.5 %. A phase preceding this is also present in the records - this is
probably related to an lntra-crustal discontinuity. The Ppps and the Ppss
phases are not seen in the near surface stack. A complicated, relative!y deep
crust-mantle transition is interpreted from this evidence.
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Figure .1M.i ~Result of broad-band stack from station PIL.
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Figure;) 4.4.2 - Result of Intermediate period stack from station PIL.
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Figure 4.4.3 ~Result of (ong period stack from stauon PIt.
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Figure 4.4.4 ~ Near surface conversions for station PIL. This stack corresponds to no filtering of
the original records and a conversion depth of 0 krn,
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Upper mantle conversions ~
FIgure 4.5.1 (broad:band sta(Z{(J~ No phases corresponding to upper mantle
dispontinuities evident in the stacked.record:S,
Figure 4.5.2 (inte.rmediate period stack): No phases corresponding to upper
mantle dis:continuities evident in the stacked records.
9glk~.4.5:3 ( long period sta~k):. There 1$some energy at 405 for phaSing
depths between 560.' km and 720 km, The delay time and tile phasing depth
are discordant hence this phase does not represent s,t1 uPPEtr,"';/f1)~lntle'
conversion.
No evidence for upper mantle discontinuities is present in the ,stacked records of
station KU.
Crustal conversions ..
Figure 4.5.4: The near surface conversions for KU are very distinctive. The
Ps phase at 4.8s wltha relative amplitude of 7.2 %, the Ppps phase atts.as
and the Ppss phas8 .at 21.0s are well defined in the stacked record. The
Ii
multiple phases hnve"similrarenergy to the Psphase. Thlatnformatlon implies
a simple crustal model with the crust-mantle transition at the same.depth as
station BPI.
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Figura 4.5.1 - Result of broad-band stack from station Kll.
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Figure 4.5.3 .,Result of long. period stack from station Kli.
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Flgur", 4.5.4 - Near surface conversiona for station KLl. This .steok corresponds to no filtering of
the original records and a conversion dej.:;~;'of 0 krn,
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4.6) The 400 krn Discontinuity Revisited.
An additional type of stacking. procedure was performed to investigate the 400 krn
discontinuity further. 'The broad-band stacked records for this discontinuity from
different stations were stacked together, a procedr !!"ewhich has two effects:
1) It increases the fold of the stack dramatically.
2) It may, however, average out real differences existing in the stacks of the
individual records.
Three individuai composite stacks are shown in figure 4.6 - a stack of aUfivE~stations'
records; a stack of the records of SAN, and PIL and a stack of the records for BPI,.
KU and OOU. The division was on the basis of statlons showing a clear phase at 400
km (SAN and Pll) as opposed to those showing no dear phase (BPI, KU and
DOU).
A double phase of normal polarity bounding a phase with reversed polarity in the
viCinity of 40s is apparent on all three stacks. This feature has.two possible origins:
1) ThE"400 km discontinuity is con ipllcated in nature beneath all five stations.
2) An unusual processing artefact has been lntroducsd into the five stacked
records.
If the first origin is correct, two possible interpretations are the presence of a double
discontinuity or a low velocity inversion layer at 400 km. The second interpretation
is preferred since the two phases 01: normal polarity are most easily interpreted as
stdelobes to an intercalated negative phase. The relatively short period of the
observed phases (less than 5 seconds) implies a first order seismic bQundary of
whatever nature. If the second origin is correct it is unllksiy that the original unfiltered
records used to produce the five stacks would contain processing ari;facts with such
temporal consistency - hence the effect would have to be introduced in the delay time
stacking. procedure. This is also thought to be unlikely.
Simila( additional stacking procedures applied to the 640 krn records produced no
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phases at the correct delay time.
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figure 4.6 ~Additional stacks produced for the 400 km discontinuity,
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4.7) Summary of Results.
A brief summary of the observations of the stacked results for the five stations is
presented.
General observations -
The stacked records are,generally noisy with the noise levels increasing as the pass
band ;{$ narrowed. This indicates that the fllters applied to the data may have
introduced an unwanted signal to the final records used in the stack - this is
disturbing since filtering should improve the signal to noise characteristics otthe data.
The pro~:lem is almostcertainly exacerbated by the low fold of the stack caused by
the lack or suitable records.
Upper r(\clntle phases -
Despite the problems mentioned above, the folk)wing potential upper mantle
dlscontinuities were apparent in the stacked records:
i) A discontinutW between 500 km and 560 km beneath DOU.
2) A complicated discontinuity at 400 km beneath PIL
3) A discontinUity at 400 km beneath SAN. There are similarities in the long
period stacked records at SAN and PIl-. It is interesting to note that these
stations are associated with complicated crustal models.
4) There is no clear discontinuity at 400 km evident beneath the stations with
slrnple crustal models - KU, DOU and BPI. However, composite stacks
indicate the presence of a complicated 400 km discontinuity beneath these
stations as appears to occur beneath SAN and PIL The period of the phases
associated with this discontinuity indicate a relatively sharp seismic brundary,
5) No evidence for a discontinuity at approximately 670 krn beneath any
station was found.
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5) D~SCUSS~ON.
5.1) Methodology.
To facilitate critical assessment of the method employed in this study, comparison will
be made with the results obtained by Vinnik(i 992) who worked independently and
contemporaneously with the same data. A selection of Vlnnik's results are presented
in tigures 5.1.1 to 5.1.3. Figure 5.1.1 shows the broad ..band stack for station KU,
figure 5.1.2 shows the long period (10s) stack for BPI and figUl'e 5.t.3. shows the
long period stack for PIL A summary of the results from the current study and the
results from yl-"'Iik's study are presented in table 5.2.2 in section 5.2.3. ~what is
important at tn., stage is a visual comparison of Vinnik's results with those obtained
in the current study.
The broad-band stacks for KU are almost identical (figurf34.5.1.and figure 5.1,1). The
pattern of the near surface conversions with increasing pha:sing depth and the lack
of dominant mantle phases on both figures should be noted. The long period stacks
for BPI and P!L (figures 4.1.3 and 5.1.2 and figures 4.4.3 and 5.1.3, respectively) are,
however, in both cases radically different. Vinnik's long period results are virtually
noise free. A dominant reversed polarity phase at PI[ at 400 km and a normal polarlty
phase at BPI at 640 km are clearly visible. Similar differences in the quality of the
long period stacks between the two analyses were observed at other stations as well.
If it is assumed that Vinnik's results are correct within the known limitations of the
data base, these differences can be accounted for in one of two ways:
1) The data of the current study have been processed incorrectly;
2) The methodology and processing software used by Vinnik is superior in its
Implementation.
With the exception of minor differences at BPI, the crustal conversions at all five
stations were identical in both analyses. Figure 5.1.4 shows a broad-band stack for
"only two events at BPI, which contained energy in the cross correlated H component
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only two events at BPI, which contained energy in the cross correlated H component
records at times corresponding to a discontinuity at,670 krn, The well pronotmced
energy peak at 61.65 between 640 km and 720 km indicates th"t the stacking
procedure has been implemented correctly. The similarity ot the ~rustal conversions
with increasing phasing depth in both studies at KU, confirms this. These
observations indicate that with the exception of the filtering, the processing. of the
individual records and stacking were implemented correctly in the current study.
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Therefore differences between the two sets of results can almost certainly be ascribed
to the improved normalisation procedure implemented by Vinnik(i 992}. Instead of
...
cross-correlating the H component with the onset of the L component, each H
component was generated in ~hetime domain using a filter which minimised the
damped least square difference between. the L component of the P wave and a
normalised delta function. CUriously,. the details of this processing method with
respect to P to S conversion analysis had not been published at the time of writing
this dissertation. The method clearly represents a dramatic improvement over ~he
previous cross-correlation technique in that clear phases from 400 km and 670 km
can be observed in stacks derived from a very llmltsd data base. The cross
correlation technique clearly does not enhance these phases sufficiently in the
individual records, hence, stacking data generated with this method can debilitate
rather than enhance (he final result.
No details of the filtering methodology employed by Vinnik (1992) are published
except that the pass bandwas between 0.1 hz and 0.2 Hz (Vinnik et ai, 1993b). The
filtering performed in the present study could clearly be improved upon if the results
are compared with those of Vinnik. The author tiltered the raw velocity records in an
attempt to simulate processing data acquired over a limited pass band. The danger
with this is that any processing artifact introduced by the filter will be propagated
(and possibly amplified) at each subsequent processing stage. With hindsight, jt may
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have been better to filter the final Hand L' components just prior to stacking. Despite
this, no artifacts should have been introduced by having too narrow a pass band (two
octaves), however, a one octave intermediate band is possibly too narrow. The
problem with increaSing the width of the intermediate band is that more energy at
unwanted frequencies will be present in the filtered records. This is especially
relevant with the data under discussion where nearly all the energy is at frequE'~:;jes
•
below 1.0 Hz.
More experimentation could have been done with Butterworth filters which utilise
poles and zeros in the Z-transform domain", A Butterworth filter allows for much
tighter ramps of the transfer function. The advantages of this would have to be offset
against phase problems reiatetY'tothese filters and the difficulties often encountered
in implementing them as numerical routines, In addition, the ~uthor believes. the
effect of the filtering problems onthe final results is probably small compared with the
effect of processing a small data set with inferior numerical procedures.
The above discussion must be viewed in light of the work of Shearer(199'j) who used
data collected OVera five year period from the Global Digital Seismograph Network
to place constraints on the upper mantle discontinuities. The reference is a paragon
of .cla~ity in that al! selection and processing procedures applied to the data are
described in detail. The smoothing parameters discussed by Shearer, which are
applied in addition to standard filters, could help explain the high noise levels in the
long period stacks, The conclusions in this reference regarding the dlscontlnultles
of interest were also derived f79[11results pertaining to P multiples, SH mlultlplss and
SS precursors in conjunction with P tel .~ phases. Obviously, til is If'" .~... ,Ifldence
to tile results obtained. Even without these additional constraints! the a-tlthql'1,believes
that the results. obtained in th~ current study could be greatly improved if the
processlng was performed using, for example, the riqorous method of Shearer(1991).
The results of Vinnik(1992) and Vinnik et al(1993b) prove thIs - unfortunately, no
detailed description of the methodplogy employed in these studies has been
published.
# -No references are quoted with respect to data filtering. This topic is covered In most texts on numerical
methods and digital signal processing, for example, Kanasewich(1975). Kuc(1990} and Press at al(1 992).
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5.2) Implications for the Upper Mantie Discontinuities.
5.2.1) The importance of the upper wantlt. discontinuities,
One of the most debated subjects in the last 30 years is whether the earth's mantle
experiences whole-mantle or two layer convection (SilVf6i at al, 1988). Whole-mantle
convection models are supported by seismological evidence of subduoted oceanlc
lithosphere p~tletrating into the lower mantle and the absence of geophysicql
evidence for a large thermal boundary layer between the upper and lower mantle.
Two layer convection is supported by observations of isotropic heterogeneity in the
mantle. An understanding of the upper mantle discontinuities is of paramount
importance in the understanding of upper mantle dynamics and its implications for
many branches of earth science including the earth's origin, plate tectonics and
geochemical reservoirs. If, for example, the discontinuity at approximately 670 km
is characterised by an lsochernleal phase transition Whole-mantle convection is
implied, while a chemical boundary (with or without an associated phase change)
implies two layer convection (Ringwood and lrltune, 1988).
Many arguments and counter-arqument: 'lave been proposed for the chemical and
lsoohemlcal transition models over the years. Put simplistically, a model assuming
lsochernlcal boundaries requires a pyrolite mantle coast ..}lng mainly of olivine and
orthopyroxene with minor garllet and dlopside, While a model involving a chemical
transition requires a piclogitic mantle ccnslstlnc cf clinopyroxene and garnet with less
olivine and orthopyroxene. Evidenes, for and against each model, is derived from
many sources including cosmochemistry, experimental petrology and seismology.
Cosmochemisry is concerned with inferring mantle compositions from compositions
observed in meteorites, experimental petrology is concerned with determining
laboratory properties of assumed mantle minerals at temperatures and pressures
experienced in the mantle while seismology attempts to establlsh the actual
rheological properties at depth from seir=nio measurements. These techniques,
succinctly described by Anderson(1992) and Wyllie(1992), are illustrated by the
example in figure 5.2.1.
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A simplitied rnocel of upper mantle rheology will be discussed in the next section
(5.2.2) while the. relevance of the data described in this study to the discontinuities
beneath South Africa will be discussed in section 6.2.3. The historical progression of
ideas and arguments relating to upper mantle models will not be discussed in this
dissertation, however ~the literature quoted in section 1.3 can be consulted in this
regard. (".lite simply, the limitations of experimental petrology and restricted
resolution of limited seismic data mean that the issue cannot be resolved
conclusively.
8S
Anderson(1992) describes a current model of upper mantle mineralogy. The
important upper mantle minerals (with estimated" abundances in weight %) are
oHvine(37..5'), orthopyroxene(26-34), clinopyroxene(12 ..17) and garnet(1 O~i4). These
minerals can be represented as solid solution series, for example, the forsterlte
Mg:z.Si04 + fcwalite Fs:zSi04solid solution series of olivine. A phase diagram for
this series with respect to pressure is presented in figure 5.2.2.
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At high pressures, these minerals convert to denser forms with different crystal
stnrctures ($olid~solidphasa changes). For example at a depth of about 400 krn (is ..
15 GPa, figure 5.2.2) olivine converts to a spinel structure - initially to the p phase
which is approximately 7.5 % denser than olivine, while at greater depths the Ii phase
converts to the 'Y phase which is approximately '10% denser than olivine,
cy
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The effeots ottemperature and pressure on the crystal structure of MgSilDs are shown
in figure 5.2.3. orthopvroxene, unstable below 400 km depth, transforms to a garnet
form called majorite at high pressure.
At still higher pressures (corresponding to depths of approximately 670 km) y-spinel
collapses to ultradense perovsklte and magnesiowustite structures. Garnet and
rnalorlte also collapse to psrovsklte structures at these pressures (Anderson, 1992).
A few modifications are necessary to this elmple model. The jump in seismic velocity
at 400 km is, less than the jump predicted from a simple olivino to spinel and
orthopyroxene to maJorite phase change .. The preserw )f additional minerals) for
example garnet and olinopyroxene, is required (At')c 111 1S192) to explain ·this
velocity jump. Clinopyroxene is .$table at the top c e traneltlon region, but
collapses" in a manner similar to orthopyroxene at td tv '15Gpa .. to a garnet like
phase at about 500 km, Indeed, Shearer(1991) desl.mbes evidence to support th8
presence of a weaker disc.,mtinuity tl.tthis depth,
Pha$e transitions in mantle materials generally occur ove: a large depth range (see
figure 5.2.2). However, the 670 km discontinuity '.~22..24 Gpa is a good reflector of
seismic energy, implying a relatively abrupt tr~llsition ,11rstorder discontinuity). This
evidence may once again imply that a chemical and phase transition occurs at this
boundary. The depth to this discontinuity is also more variable than the depth to the
400 km discontinuity (Shearer, 1991). "~1Isresult is in agreement with recent
laboratory results which indicate that the Clapeyron sfope$ for the 670 km
discontinuity is significantly larger in magnitude than the slope for the 400 km
discontinuity (Akaogi at al, (1989). However, caution must be exercised in
discriminating between real differences in depth to a discontinuity and apparent
differences which result from heterogeneous velocities in the upper mantle (Shearer,
199'j ).
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This model is summarised in table 5.2.1. In section 5.2.3 the model will be examined
in terms of the results of the analyses of F' to S converted phases described in this
study to establish (and hopefully explain) any discrepancies between the seismic
observations Tor the five stations where suitable data were obtained and those implied
by the sih'lplified global model.
400 km 670 krn
Olivine to spinel transition. Orthopyroxene to Spinel to ultradense perovsklts and
majorite and olinopyroxene to garnet transltion$ maqneslowustlte transition. Garnet and
commence. majorite to perovskite transitions.
Increase in seismic velooity with depth. Increase in seismic velocity with depth.
Probable first order disoontinvitv but not as
sharp as at 670 km. .
Definite sharp first order disoontinuity.
PqsitlvElClapeyron $IO~eof lower magnitude
than that at 670 krn,
Clapeyron slope possibly negative with
relatively large magnitude.
Table 5.~.1 ~Simplified global model pertalnin~ to the 400 krn and 670 km discontinuities.
$~The Clapeyron slope Is the slope dT/dP of the eq~lilibrlum boundary associated with a phase transition.
F=orexample, in figure 5.2.3. the majorlte.perovsklte boundary is characterlsed by a positiVE;)Clapeyron
slope while the 'i!menlte.'·perovskite boundary Is characterised by a negative Olapeyron slope. Knowledge
of the magnitude and sign 0: the Clapeyron slope is important In ul1derstandlng upper mantle rheology.
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5.2.3) Upper mantle discontinuities beneath South Africa
The description of the geological setting of the Lithosphere Project (section 1.2)
indicates that South Africa can be subdivided into various provinces (cratons and
mobile belts) which exhibit different geophysical characteristics. Data from the project
suitable for P to S analysis were only found beneath five stations situated on the
Kaapvaal Craton (sections 3..1 and 3.4). Hence, conclusions regarding the upper
mantle discontinuities beneath South Africa can only be made with regard to the
Kaapvaal Crato"
There is no evidence for a discontinuity at 670 km beneath any station examined in
this study, However, Individual records and the results of Vinnik(1992) provide
evidence for a phase corresponding to this discontinuity. Vinnik(i 992) describes P
to S conversions at approximately 66s beneath BPi, DOU, PIL and KU. The delay
time of 66s is lower than that observed in most stable platforms - this is indicative of
anomalously. high upper mantle velocities. The absence of a phase at SAN is
probably not related to rheological conditions at 670 km beneath this station but to
the paucity of suitable data acquired at this station. The complicated nature of the
crust and the "unusual complexity of the o/:l~rth'smantle underneath SAN"(Vjnnik at al,
1992a), may be significant in this regard. The stacked results are not of suitable
quality to make inferences about the order of the 670 km discontinuity beneath any
station.
The discontinuity at about 560 km beneath DOU observed in the current study is
problematic. Shearer(1991) stated, "Indeed, it would be hard to find a depth in the
upper mantle for which a discontinuity has not at some time been proposed", Many
of these proposals ate probably based on processing artifacts and this may indeed
be the case for this phase at DOU. However, i) this discontinuity is clear on all
stacked records produced for this station, ll) the station has simple crustal and upper
mantle models which should not complicate the upper mantle converted phases) and
iii) tile discontinuity at 670 krn beneath DOU is only visible in the results of
Vinnik(1992) on a composite stack of three stations whereas a more clearly defined
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phase is present in the individual stack at approximately the same time and phasing
depth as observed in the current study, This phase could represent an elevated 670
km discontinuity or the clinopyroxene-garnet transition at about 520 km, This station
requires further analyses as current data lack sufficient temporal resolution for an
unambiguous interpretation.
In summary, there are two possible models for the 670 km dlscontlnulty beneath
South Africa:
i) The discontinuity is continuous with no variations in depth;
2) The discontinuity shows lateral variation beneath DOU. This may be
related to the magnitude of the Clapeyron slope at 670 km.
Neither model is discordant with the global model presented in the previous section
or provides evidence for any relationship between the nature af this discontinuity and
surface geology.
Two models are implied by stacked results for the 400 xrn discontinuity:
1) This study provides evidence for complicated first order type discontinuity
without lateral variations beneath the stations studied. The discontinuity may
be characterised by some kind of double boundary or a low shear velocity
layer. The later interpretation is preferred (section 4.5).
2) Vinnik(1992) and Vinnik at aJ(1993b) provide evidence for an anomalous
low shear velocity zone at approxlrnately 400 krn beneath DOU, PIL and KU,
and no anomalous structures at the same depth beneath BPI and SAN.
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Both studies indicate that the 400 km discontinuity beneath the Oraton cannot be
explained in terms of the generalised global.model presented in the previous section.
Partiai melts caused by the mantle solidus temperature being lowered by a
dehydration of K~amphibole (Vinnik et al, 1993b) is one possible explanation of the
observed phenomena. The studies differ with regard to the lateral variation of the
dlscontlnulty, Although the results of Vinnik(1992) are more reliable than those of the
current study (section 5.1), the absence of an observed anomaly beneath SAN and
BPI must be examined in terms of the following:
1) The stacks at these two stations had the lowest fold;
\\
2) BPI was subject to high seismic noise levels as it is situated in an urban
area;
3) The. crust and upper mantle beneath SAN are complicated •.this could
I
easily obfuscate the upper mantle conversion pattern.
Additional data (both within and outside the boundaries of the Kaapvaal Craton) and
additional analyses of the current data are required before itcarl be argued that the
perslsteriee otlateral heterogeneities at 400 km, in spite of the plate motion, imply the
anomaly at this depth constitutes part of the plate (Vinnik at al, i993b). Any
relationship, inferred from p to S enalysas, between the 400 krn discontinuity and
kimberlite magmatism is purely speculatlve at this stage.
The results observed and models obtained in the current study and the indepe,ndent
study of Vinnik (1992) are summarised in table 5.2.2.
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Current Study Vinnik's Study
BPI No phase for 670 km. Complicated
phase for 400km inferred from
composlte stack.
Clear phase for 670 krn, No phase for
400 krn,
nou Phase for depths bet1}/een 500.and 560 Phase for 610 km inferred from
krn, Complicated phase for 400 km
inferred from composite stack.
composite stack. NegaUve phase for
400 krn,
SAN No phase for 610 km, Complicated
phase for 400 km visible.
No phases corresponding to upper
mantle dlscontlnultles,
PIL No phase for 610 krn, Complicated
phase for 400 krn visible.
Phase for 610 krn inferred from
composite stack. Clear negative
phase for 400 krn.
No phase for 670 km. Complicated
phase for 400 krn inferred from
composite stack.
Phase for 070 km inferred from
composite stack. Negative phase for
400km.
400KM Complicated first order discontinuity,
probably characterised by a low shear
velocity I~yer continuous beneath all
stations.
670KM
Anomalous low shear velocity zone
beneath DOU, PIL and KLl. No
anomalous feature beneath BPi and
SAN.
approximately 560 km.
Discontinuity elevated beneath DOU to Continuous discontinuity with no
variation in depth.
Table 5.2.2 - Surnmary of results and models related to the Upper mantle discontinuities beneath
South Africa. Neither model for the 40D krn discontinuity accords with the global mode! presented
in table 5.2.1.
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6) CONCLUSiONS.
This research was undertaken to determine the depth, order and lateral variation of
the 400km and 610 km discontinuities beneath South Africa by analysing P to S
converted phases, and to examine whether these properties are related to surface
geology. Unfortunately no data suitable for processing were found for station KEN
situated in the Namaqua province or for stations WAR and KAM situated on the
Kaapvaaf Craton. Limited data suitable for processing were found for five stations -
BPI, OOU, SAN,· PIL and KIJ.
Stacked data from the five stations analysed are noisy especially in the intermediate
and long period bands were the data. should be characterised by good signal to
noise characteristics. This is ascribed to the application of sub-optimum filters and
inferior numerical routines during processing. Despite this, by combining results from
this study with those from an independent study (Vinnik, 1992) two possible models
were derived for both the 670 km and 400 km discontinuities. Variations in neither
discontinuity are directly relatable to surface geology.
Two alternative models proposed for the 670 km discontinuity are:
1) The discontinuity is laterally persistent at a depth of approximately 670 km
beneath all stations;
2) The discontinuity is elevated beneath station DOU to a depth of about 560
km.
DatC\ indicates tha.t the first model may require the presence of an additional
discontinuity between 500 krn and 560 km beneath DOU. seth models are consistent
with a global model forth is transition and delay times imply anomalously high shear
velocities in the upper mantle.
The two models proposed for the 400 km discontinuity are:
1) Ti Ie discontinuity is complicated and probably characterised by a low shear
velt-,city layer beneath all stations;
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2) The discontinuity is characterised by a low shear velocity layer beneath
DOU, PIL and KU, only.
Both models for this discontinuity are anomalous when compared to a global model
for this transition.
The way to resolve the discrepancy between the two models is to acquire more data
both within and outside the boundaries of the Kaapvaal Craton • this will be
discussed shortly. The existing data base should also be reassessed and analysed
using a clearly documented methodology, for example that of Shearer(1991). The
nature of the discontinuities could then be reinterpreted in conjunction with a
consideration of other phases in a manner which Is repeatable. Indeed, there is
probably a plethora of information extractable from the current data base relating to
many features within the earth. This information will only be realised if the data base
is made available to the scientific community at large.
Apart from any insight gleaned into. upper mantle rheology, the study was 22S0
valuable in that certain problems regarding the acquisition and storage of broad-band
seismic data were revealed. The necessity for maintaining a record of accelerometer
polarities and correct data decompression techniques are two examples in this
regard.
It is hoped that this investlqatlcn of the upper mantle discontinuities and other studies
resulting from the Lithosphere Project wili stimulate interest in the establishment of
a broad-band seismograph network covering not only the Kaapvaal Craton but also
adjacent cratons and the surrounding mobile belts. Results from completed projects
could be used to establish suitable station locations on -apvaal Craton. For
example, this study indicates that the localities DOU, PIL C;tl ,,~ ~N warrant further
attention. Station localities in urban areas like Johannesburg (BPI) should be
avoided. Because modern technology has allowed the time interval between visits
to a station to be increased dramatically, many of the logistical problems associated
with the Lithosphere Project can now be overcome. The following, however, must be
borne in mind when establishing a broad-band network for southern Afrioa:
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1) Studies such as this one require data suitable for analysis. The problem
is thatthe southern African r.egion is situated in an aseismic intraplate zone on
the African plate - hence, suitable teleseismic events are recorded only rarely.
In addition the azimuthal distribution of suitable events is very lirrHted. Even
I
/
"local events suitable for crustal studies' are rare.
2) It is difficult to state how long each station would need to record to
establish .a suitable data base as this time period is obviously dependant on
what the data will be used for and global seismic (~ctMty.For studies such as
the present one, a minimum of twelve suitable evenis are desirable for reliable
results even if robust data ptocesslnq techniques are employed. The criteria
for a suitable event are much more relaxed for many other types of study,
however, for example P and PKP travel time residuals.
"
i
q
3) Data must be monitored as they are acquired to ensure qua.lity control. In
this manner any problems related to the acquisition system can be established
and resolved.
4) Provision must be made for sufficient analyses to be performed on the
data.
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This study has indicated that the structure at depth below the Kaapvaal Craton is
anornaloqs when compared to a global model- it may also be heterogeneous within
the boundary of the craton. To date, only limited seismic analyses have been done
on the cruclal depth interval between 150 krn and 400 km. Data acquired in tMe
manner described above would be invaluable in complementing existing data from
many branches of the earth sciences, including the vast body of geochemicall and
isotope data from mantle peridotites and inclusions in klrnberlltes, to increase the
understanding of the upper mantle. The Kaapvaal Craton is also heterogeneous in
terms of its crustal and upper lithospheric structure (Muller, 1991) ~this heterogeneity
must be investigated further, Good broad-band selsrnlc data are the pnly data Which
will provld.: insight Into the various aspects of lithosphere and upper mantle structure
currently p\;wplexing various exploration and academic concerns in South Africa.
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oThis appendix contains a listing of all Fortran programs and subroutines used in this
study. Many of these were written when the author had just started programming
and in retrospect could be tidied up and the coding improved upon. .They have,
however, all been tested e)densively and to the best of the author's knowledge work
correctly The routines are, in order of appearance:
1l'®aH:lIfiI®.~or
1n0D1.~or
paramJor
ffmpc.for
1nter.folr
ffl.ior
bru:ll.for
veldh~.~or
DIr\~®gJor
~r®l1d.lor
lI'o~rt.1or
calce.ter
rotlh.tor
cross.tor
ptsel.tor
ips/lor
pcstactdor
seisgri2.foU'
stk467.for.
Routines ips, s~k461, pcstack, finer, bod, and caletawere written by the author only.
Many of the routines associated with the program fih:m were based on .an earlier
program by A Cichowicz$ but are now extensively modlfied, The following routines
written by A Cichowicz$ ale, however, virtually intact: veldh's, inieg, ~rend and plsen.
The program readiile was written by W Theron" who also wrote the seismic data
base package BPi.E){E. The framework for the program seisgrt2 was written by G
oooper" ,.the author simply modified it to render its utility compatible with the current
stud'y. The routine fit is taken from Numerical Recipes in Portran (Press at at, 1992),
The routine used here is, however, the one given in the first edition of the book
published in 1986.
Tile functionality of all programs ( with the obvious exception of s~isgn2) will be
mair.tain.ed jf the graphic output facilities are commented out. The graphics drivers
used in all programs are the Plat8S and Drive8S lioraries marketed by Plotworks Inc&.
All programs were compiled using a Microsoft 5.0 Fortran compiler on a 386 OX
personal computer.
Q ",Iept'rim$nt of Geophysics, Unlver81~ off the Witwatersrand.
# l~d0p~nd$l'It softWare writer, cortltnl$$ioned by 'ha BernlOlrdPf~CI$In$Utute.
&. pr\')tworf.l.alne, La Jolla, CallfornlaJ.
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Program Readfile
STORAGE:2
$NOFLOATCALLS
cA program to read binary data from the program BPI.EXE and convert
cit to an Asci file with each component having the correct polarity
cProgram by W Theron
character=zo ftlnam.hernz
integer*1 dummy1
integer*2 mode,dummy2
integer*4 size
real sign,value
write(*,'(A\)') 'Enter required input filename: '
read(*,'(A\)') filnam
open(unit==2, file ==filnam, form = 'binary', status=' old'}
write(*,*) 'Enter the required output filename'
read(*,'(A\)') nam2
open(4,file==nam2)
write(*,*) 'Enterthe pola.rity +-1.0: '
read{*, *) sign
read(2) mode
write(*,'(A\),) 'Mode (1 =compressed,2=decompressed):'
write(*,'(14)') mode
read(2) size
write(*,'(A\)') 'Number of points in file:'
write(*,'(14)') size
write(*,'(A\)') 'Date(D:M:Y):'
do 100 i==1,3
read(2) dummy2
write(*, '(i3\)') dummy2
100 continue
write('\ I(A)')' ,
write(*,'(A)') 'Time (H:M:S):'
do 110 :.;;::1,$
read(~) dummyz
write(*,'(i3\)') dummy2
11 0 continue
write('II' I' (A) ') I ,
do 200 i=1 .slze
if (mode.eq.1) then
read(2) dummy1
dummy2=dummy1
endif
if (mode.eq.2) then
read(2) dummy2
endif
value:::.sign*float{ dummy2)
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write(4,'(f1 0.3)') value
200 continue
cI05e(4)
end
c****************************************************
Program Filon
C
C PROGRAM FOR THE ANALYSIES OF P to S CONVERTED PHASES
C RECORDED E.W THREE COMPONENT BROADBAND SEISMOMETERS
C Program by PA Oattermols, based on a program by A Olchowlcz.
C..~ ..-.........._ "'_'" __ __ ...-o!_-i __
cfhls program operates on NLAST-2 data points. Matrix size = NL~ST
c for graphics purposes.
parameter (nlast:=2050)
real V1(11Iast),v2(nlast),V(nlast),WORK.(nlast},WORK2(nlast),
.MAT{2*nlast-4) .autotnlast)
Common lternp/V1 ,v2,v./temp1/work,work2/temp3/auto
integer plomon.ploprl. out, lparr
character fn*20,ff*60
c Constants for ploteS library
c number of monitor ==9~...'VGA) rnunber of printer ==5
DATA piomon/91l,p!opri/5/,xmaxwi/22. O!,ym8JWtli/12. 0/
cTime and. y axis lertgtns for monitor
DATA tlengtl1 a.0/,ylengt/4.01
cTim'e and y axis for prin~er is defined in subroutine PLSEI
o Three seismograms of a recorded event are read into three matrices
c in sub, PARAM, The .selsrnograrns can be band pass filtered in
o sub FFILT. Sub VELDIS converts the velocity record to a displacement
c record, Sub ROTRr calculates the radial and transverse components
c of the record while ROTLH calculates the component along the
c principal direction and tranverse to itwhere the emergent angle
c is calculated in CALC!""::,The normalised cross correlated component
c HH is calculated in sub. CROSS. The rationale behind this is found
c in the reference of Vinnik (1977).
c vi ..Z .. L
c v2-N-8-H
c v - E - T - HH
c
o PARAM ROTRT p,",T~LH CROSS ~- subroutine
nrO = 0
c number of the input file
nf = 1
100 format( a)
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120 format(5(/})
write(nrO,t 20)
1 write{nro,*)' PROOESSING OPTIONS'
write(nrO,*) , ,
write(nrO,*) 'the time unit is sec '
wrife(nrO,*) , ,
write(nrO,*) '1 reading data and parameters of seismogram '
write(nrO,*) '2 filtering in frequency domain'
write(nrO,*) '3 conversion from velocity to displacement'
write(nrO,*) '4 rotation from N, E to R, T'
write(nrO,*) j 5 calculate incident angle'
wrtt~(nrO,*} j 6 rotation from Z, A to L, H'
write(nro, *) I 1 crossccrrelatlon of P-pulse (l.-comp.) * H'
write(nrO,*) '99 escape'
write(nrO,*) I previous option = ',Kl(
read(nr'" *} KK
if(KKeq.1) call PARAM
.(nrO,nf,vi ,v2,v,nlast,dt,out,plomon,plopri
" tlengi,ylengt,xmaxwi,ymaxwi, workz, fn,
.az,ff,iparr)
if(KKeq.2) call FFILTt'C
.(nrO,v1,v2,v,m~t,work2,F1 ,F2,nlast,dt,out,
•plomen, plopri, tlengt,ylengt,xmaxwi, ymaxvvi,1n~ff)
if(KK.eq.3) call VELDIS
.(nrO,v1,v2,v,work,nlast,dt,plomon,propri
.Jtlengt, ylengt,xmC';\X)Ni,ymaxwi,fn, ff)
if(KKeqA) call ROTRT
.(nrO,v2,v,work,nlast,dt,plomon,plopri,tlengt,ylengt,xmaxwi,
.ymaxwi,fn,az,ff)
if(KKeq.S) call CALeE
.(v1,v2,iparr,dt,aincde,nlast)
jf(KK..eq.6) call ROTLH
. (nrO,v1 ,v2,Work,nlast,dt,plomon,plopri,tlengt,ylengt,xmaxwi,
.ymaxwi,fn,aincde,ff)
if(KKeq.7) call CROSS
.(nrO,v1,V2,v~uto,work,nlast,dt,plomon,plopri,tlengt,ylengt,
.xmaxwi,ymaxwi,fl1,ff,iparr)
if(KK.eq.99) stop
goto 1
end
C************************************\~**********************'k*****
Subroutine Param(nrO,nf,v1,v2,v,nlast,dt
.,out,plomon,plopri,t!engt,ylengt,xmaxwi,ymaxwi,work2,fn,
.az,ff,iparr)
cSubroutine reads in three components of the recorded event
c and the event parameters
real vi (nlast),v2(nlast},v(nlast),work2(nlast)
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real dt,tlengt,ylengt,xlTlaxwi,ymaxwi,az
integer out,plomon, ploprt, nrO,nf,iparr,nlast
character ch*20,fn*20,ff*60
cSampling period ::: dt
dt::.:: 0.07
i00 format(a)
101 format(1 x.a)
105 format(aoO)
cNote ..each component requires a seperate filent.~me
write(nrO, it) 'ENTER FILE NAME'
read(nrO,100) fn
write(nrO,1 01) fn
open(nf,file ::: 1n)
cRead in back azimuth and time delay before start of
cP-wave
write(*,*) 'First file entry (yin)'
read(nrO,100) ch
if (ch.eq.'n') goto 567
write(*,*) 'Enter back azimuth'
read(*,*) az
write(*,*) 'Enter p arrival tim~'
read(*,*) parrlv
write(nrO,*),az::: \az
write(nrO,*)'parriv:= ',parriv,' sec'
cCalculate the number of samples before the P-arrival
c These parameters are used in other subroutines
lparr ;:::;int(parriv/dt)
write(*,*) 'P arrival delay := \Iparr
cConvert az to radians
ez := 0.0174532*'az
567 continue
cRead In three coordinates seperately
cDATA ARE READ IN SIMPLY AS A SINGLE COLUMN OF RI2AL NUMBERS - ONE FILE
cFOR EACH COMPONENT.
write(*,*} 'Enter file coordinate'
write(*, *) 'Vertical :=1, N/S == 2, E/W == :3'
read(* I*) jjj
do 6 i = i,nlast-2
read (nf,*',end=6) v(i)
6 continue
cRemove any residual linear trend in the data. Subroutine redundant
J .."
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cwith new top compression removal in BPI. EXE
call trend(v,nlast-2)
cPlacs vertical component in matrix Vi, NS component in V2, EVV
c component in matrix V
ifOH.eq.1) then
do 7 i ;:::t.nlaet-z
7 vi 0) == v(i)
endif
ifOjJ;eq.2) then
do 8 i ;:=:1,nlast-2
8 v2(i) ;:=:v(i)
endif
333 continue
olose(n1)
cCall plot functions
ifQjj.eq.3) then
write(nrO,*) 'Do ,OU want to plot seismograms to check P arrival
.tlme'
read (nrO, 100) oh
if(oh.eq.'n') goto. 999
writ~W,*) 'Enter the title for thE! graph 60 char. max'
writE~(*J*) 'Eg.: Costa Rica 1'2/04/90 (KLI) Velocity'
read(*,105) ff
998 ccntinue
clnltlallsa PlotS8
write(nrO, *) 'Define t: ,e output device'
write(nrO, *) 'monltor=t, printer=2'
read(nrO,*) out
if(out.ne.1.and.out.ne.2) goto 998
if{out.eq.1) call plots(O,plomon,pIQmon)
if(out.eq.2) call plots(O,O,plopri}
10 ;:=:'Verlical
call plsei(out,work2,v1,nlast,dt,tlengt,ylengt,xmaxwi,ymaxwi
.,Yn,ff,t ,0.0, 'n')
fn == 'North/South'
call plsei(out,work2,v2,nlast,dt,tlengt,ylengt,xmaxwilymaxwi
.,fn,ft,2,O.O,'n')
fn =='Eas~est '
can plsei(out,work2,v,nlast,dt,tlengt,ylengt,xmaxwi,ymrotWi
.,fn,ff,3,0.O, 'n')
call plot(0.O,0.0,999)
cEnd of plotting
wrlte(*, *) 'Do you wish to change P arrival time l'
read(*, 100) eh
if( ch. eq, 'y')then
write{*,*) 'Enter new arrival time'
read(*,*) parrlv
'".~ iparr == int(parriv/dt)
endif
endif
999 continue
return
end
c**********************************************************.***.**
Subroutine Ffiltpc(nrO,v1,v2,v,lTlat,work2,Fi ,F2,nlast,dt
.,out,plolTlon,plopri,tlengt,ylengt,xlTlaxwi,yma:(wi,fn,ff)
real vi (nlast) ,v2(nlast} ,v(nlast) ,work2(niast) ,mat(2*nlast)
integer out.ptonron.ploprt
real F1,F2
character ch*20 ,fn*20 ,fi*60
c This subroutine reads in the low and high pass parameters
c of the band to be passed. Filtering, in the frequency domain
c is done in sub. FILTER
1Nrite(nrO,*)'Parameters of the band pass filter'
write{nro, *) , Fi < f -< F2 '
write(nro,*) 'ENTER Pi low frequency cutoff'
re1ad(nrO,*) Fi
write{nrO,*) 'ENTER F2 high frequency cutoff'
read(nrO,*} F2
write(nrO,101) Pi, P2
101 format(3x,' Parameters of a band pass filter' ,1(I),
.3x/ Fi=',f7.3,Sx,' F2='.f7.3)
call filter(v1 .rnat.nlast.F! ,F2,dt)
call filter(v2,tnat,nlast,Fi ,F2,dt)
call iilter{v,mat,nlast,P1 ,F2,dt)
oNote - MAT is a 2*nlast-4 matrix needed for the FFT subroutine.
100 format(a)
105 format(a60)
write(nrO,*) 'Do you want to plot seismograms'
read(nrO,100) ch
if(ch.eq.'n') goto 414
write(* ,*) 'Enter the title of the graph'
write(*,*) 'Eg.: South Sand.ls. 14/09/89 (SAN) 0.065-0.13 Hz'
read(*,105) ff
c Initialise Plot8S
998 write(nrO,*} 'Define the output device'
write(nrO,") 'monitor :, printer=2'
\~\.
Apprandix vii
read(nrO,*) out
i1(out.ne.1 .and.out.ne.z) goto 998
if(out.eq.1) call plots(O,plomon,plomon)
if(out.~q.2) oall plo~s(O,O,plopri)
fn = 'Vertical
call plsei( out,worh:2,v1 .nlact,dt,tiengt,ylengt,xmaxwi,ymaxv.'j
.,fn,if,i ,0.0, 'h')
1h = 'North/$\;~t,\th I
call plsei(o:'lt,Vtf Irk2,v2,nlast,dt,tlengt,vlehgt,xmaxwi,ymaxwi
.,tn,lf,2,O.0,'n')
fn == 'EastjWest '
call plssi(out, WQrk2,V, nJa.st,dt,tlengl,ylengt,xmaxwi,ymaxwl
.,fn,ff,$,O.O,'n')'
call plot(0,O,O.O,999)
414 continue
return
end
C****************************************·*~
Subroutine Filter(y,spec,nlast,F1,F2,dt)
real spec(2*nlast-4),y(nlast)
real F1,F2
integer i,s
c Each matrix is FFT'd In sub. FFT. Sand pass filtering
c of the spectrum Is then performed in sub. 8ND. The filtered
c time series is then calculated by the inverse tranetorrn In Ff-T.
c The time series Is read into a 2*nlast-4 matrix SPEC with the
o imaglnarv component initialised to zero.
do 8 1=1,nlast-2
spec«(2*i)-'t) =: y(l)
8 $pec(2"'1) ::::0,0
cCalculate the forward transform
s =: 'I
call fft(spec,nla$t~2,s)
cFllter the spectrum using BND
call bnd(y,spec,nlast-2,f1,f2,dt)
cCalculate the filtered time series by inverse transforming
s ::::~1
call fft(spec,nlast-2,s)
cPlace filtered signal back into the original matrix
do '10 i = 1,nlast-2
10 y(i) ::::spec((2*1)-1)
return
end
Subroutine Ftt{DATA,NN,ISiGN}
REAL*s WR,WI,WPR,WPI,WTEMP,iHErA
,"->,. ***
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'" 'This FFT subroutine Is taken from page 394 of the book
*' Numerical Recipes
'" The Art of Scientific Computing
'* Press at at
'" Cambridge University Press
'" 1986
N=2·ltNN
D031=1,N
3 DATA(I) == (1/SQR'r(NN))*DATA(I)
J=1
DO 11 1:;:;1,N,2
IF(J.GT.I),fHEf\!
TEMPR=DATA(J)
TEMPI=DATA(J+1)
DATA(J)=OATA(I)
DATA{J+1)=PATA(I+'I)
DATA(I)=TEMPR
DATA(t+1)=TEMPI
ENDIF
M=N/2
1 IF «M.GE.2).AND.(J.Gi.M)) THEN
J=J·M
M=M/2
GO TO 1
ENDIF
J=J+M
11 CONTINUe
MMAX=2
2 IF (N.GT.MMAX) THEN
ISTEP=2*MMAX
THE:TA=6.28318530717959DO/(ISIGN*MMAX)
WPR=~2.DO>'lDSIN(O,5DO*THerA)**2
WPI=DSIN(THETA)
WR=1.DO
WI=O.DO
DO 13 M=1,MMAX,2
DO 12 I=M,N,ISTEP
J=I+MMAX
iEMPR=SNGL(WR)*DAiA(J).SNGL(WI)*DAiA(J+1)
ieMPI:=:SNGL(WR)*DATA(J+1)+SNGL(WI)*DATA{J)
DATA(J)=DATA(I). TEMPR
DATA(J+1)=DATA(I+1)-TEMPI
DATA(I):=:DATA(I) +j"EMPR
DATA(I+ 1) =DATA(I+1} +TEMPI
12 CONTINUE
WTEMP=WR
WR=WR*WPR ..WI*WPI+WR
WI=WI*WPR+WTEMP*WPI+WI
13 CONTINUE
MMAX=ISTEP
GO ro 2
/) 0
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ENDIF
RETURN
ENO
Subroutine 8nd(x,spec,n,f1 J2,ot)
real x(n),$pec(2\~n)
integer f1 pos,f2pos,i,j,taper1 ,taper2,temp1,temp2
data pibytwo/1.5708/
* This 1ubroutine filters the spectrum of the seismogram
rt The edges of the window take the form of a sln squared function.
'/< The iadoff Is over one octave.
\I' The $ampling frequency of the data Is 14.26 Hz
sarnpfreq ::::1.0/dt
* The position of the high and low frequency out-off positions
'* is calculated here
f1 pes == Int«f1/sarnpfreq*n) +i)
f2PO$ == Int((f2/sampfreq*n) +1)
* The position of the zero amplitude end points Is established here
~c Note - fallof is over one octave
temp2 = Int(((f2*2.0)/sampfreq*n) +1)
temp1 := int(((f1/2.0)/satnp1req*n) +1)
11 The number of dat~ points over Which 'the falloff occurs
* Is calculated here. These values are used to normalise
'* the falloff of the sin curve.
taper2 ::::temp2-f2pos
tapert == f1 pos-tempi
*Checl< to ensure a fall of of 1 octave cal) be maintained
* on both sides of the window
if(temp2.ge.n/2+1) then
write(*,*) 'High frequency cutoff is too high'
goto 165
endlf
If(ta,per1.le.1) then
wrlte(*, *) 'Low frequency ou~off Is too low'
€lata i13
endlf
*Place real components into a ma.trl>:
* Note to conserve memory the original matrix (say V1) is destroyed
* by this operation
do 931==1,n
93 x(l) :;: $peo((2*1)-1)
*Filter the real components by setting the stop band amplitudes to
* zero
do 106 i == 2,ternp1
106 ,«I) == 0,0
*Eaoh dlscreet entry in the amplitude spectrum within th€
'* window is now scaled by a. factor of sln**20/ta.per)
j == 1
do 11211c:;temp1 +t.ttpos
x(i) == sinO*plbytwo/taperi) *slnO*plbytwo/lapeI'1 )*x(l)
112 1=j.~1
113 j:::: taper2
do 1161::::f2pos.temp2
)«1) := slnO*plbytwo{taper2)*sinO*pibytwo/taper2)*.x(I}
116 j::::j..1
l.!~ 120 i=temp2+1,n/2+1
120 x(i)=: 0.0
*Calculate mirror image for reels
do 122 I ::::n/2+2,n
122 >«1) =: x(n~I+2)
*Place real eomp of filtered spectrum Into original matrix
do 123 I ::::t.n
123 spec«2*IH) :;;;x(l)
*Place imag comps Into matrix
d01331=1,n
133 x(l) =: spec(2*i)
*Filter the lmag compcnents (Same logic as for the reals)
If(taperi.le.1) goto 148
do 142 i ::::2,temp1
142 x(i) ==0.0
j ==i
do 145 i==temp1+1,f1pos
X(I) :::: slnO*pibytwo/taper1 )*sinG*plbytvvo/taper1) *x(l)
14$ j ==j+1
i48 J::.: taper2
do 14Q i=f2pos,temp2
X(I) = sinO*pibytwo/talJvr2) *slnQ*plbytwo/taper2) *x(l)
14$ ]=1--1
do 152 i:::::temp2+1 ,n/2+1
152 x(l) :=: 0.0
do 15.3i :::::n/2+2,n
i53 y,(i) ::::: ..x(nwl+2)
*Place Imag oornp of filtered spectrum Into original matrix
do 1541 :=" 't,n
154 speo(2*1) = x(i)
155 continue
return
end
c***********-*******************************w*******************
Subroutine Veldls(nrO,v1 ,v.2,V,worl<,nlast,dt
.,plomon,ploprl,ttengt,ylengt,xmaxwl,ymaxwl,fn,ff)
real v1 (nlast),v2(nlast),v(nlast},worl«nlast)
real dt,tlengt,ylengt,xmw{Wi,ymaxwi
Integer cut.plcmon.pleprl.nrc.nlaet
character ch*:20, fn*20 ,ff*60
o This subroutlns converts the velocity record to a displacement
c record by perforrrllng numerical integration followed by least
c squares lineal' trend removal on each component. This option was never
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o used in the current study.
call1nteg(v1 ,work,nlast-2,dt}
call trend(v1 ,nlast-2)
call Integ (v2,worl<,nlast ..2,dt)
call trend(v2,nlast·2)
call integ(v, work, nlast-2,dt)
call trend(v,nlasta2)
c Call plot aofware,
100 format(a)
105 format(a60)
write(nrO,*)' Do you want to plot s-cornp d'splacement? (Y,n)'
read(nrO,i 00) ch
If(ch.eq/n') go to 11
write(*,*} 'Enter the title of the graph'
write(*/I) 'Eg.! Rumania 13/07/89 (BPI) Displacement'
read(*,105) ff
c Initialize Plot sa
9 write(nrO, *) !Define the output device for plot'
write(mO,*) 'monitor out =1 ; printer out ::::2 '
write(nrO, *) 'ENTER out'
read(nrO,*) out
If{out.ne.1.and.out.ne.2) goto 9
If(out.eq.1) call plots(O,plomon,plomon)
If(out.e.:j.2) call plots(O,O,pJopri)
fn = 'Vertical
call plsei( out,work,v1,rJlast,dt, tlengt, ylengt,xmaxwi, ymaxwl
.,fn,ft,1,0.O,'o')
fn :::: 'NorthlSouth '
call plsel( out, work.vz, nlast, dt, tlengt,ylengt,xmaxwl, ymaxwi
.,fn,11,2,0.0/n')
1n = 'East/West '
CC!i1lplsel(out, work, V,nlast, dt, tlengt,ylengt,xmaxwi,ymaxwl
.,fn,11,3,0.O,'n')
call plot(O.a,O.O,999)
11 continue
return
end
C******************************************************.*
Subroutine Integ(X,Y,N,OT)
RC:AL X(N),Y(N)
o Thi$ Is a simple nurnerlca! Integration subroutine to convert
o the vek.)clty record to a. displacement record
Y(1)=O.
DO 1 1=1,N
11=1+1
1 Y(II) =Y{I) +X(I)*DT +O.5*(X(II)-X(I))*DT
DO 21=1,N
2 X(I)=V(I)
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RETURN
END
C******************************~*********~******************
Subroutine Trend(X,N)
C Least squares linear trend removal subroutine
D.IMENSIONX(N)
FN::::FLOAT(N)
8::::0,
DO 1 l;:::i,N
1 S=S+X(!)
SK=O.
DO 21=l,N
2 SK=SK+X(I)*FLOAT(I)
ANN1 =FN*(FN~1.)
RNN21=FN*(FN*FN-i.)
CO=(2.*(2.*FN+1.)*S.6.*SK)/RNN1
01 =(12.*SK-6.*(FN+1.)*S)/ANN21
DOS l;i,N
3 )«I)=)«I)·OO·C1 *(FLOAT(I)-1.)
RETURN
END
C*****************************************************************
Subroutine Rotrt
.(nro,v2,v,work,nlast,dt,plomon,plopri,tlengt,ylengt,xmaxwi,
.ymaxwi,fn,az, ff)
real v2(nlast),v(nlast),work(nlast)
character ch*20Jn*20,ff*61\~h1 *1
integer out, plcmon, ploprl
cPlot software called here
100 format(a)
105 format(a60)
write(nrO,'II)
.' Do you want to plot R-radlal and T-transverse component'? (y,n)'
read(nl'O,100) oh
If(ch.eq.'n') go to i1
write(*,*) '1$ a new title required for the graph'
write(*,*) 'Enter (y) if graphics where not called in FILTER'
read(*,100) chi
If(ch1.ne.'y') gOtf 9
cfhls subroutine operates on the NS IV2) and BN (V) components.
c. The User entered value of the BN JZimuthis used to convert
c these components to radial and L nsverse components. V2 b=cornes
c the radial component While V becon les the transverse component.
do 1 i:.:: 1 I nlast-z
RR = -(V2(i)""cos(az)+v(i)*sin(az))
TT = -v(I)*co$(az)+V2(i)*sin(az)
v2(i) "" RR
1 v(i);::: IT
./]
write(*,*) 'Enter the title of the graph'
tead(*, i05) if
c Initialise protSe software
9 write(nrO,*) 'Define the output device for plot'
v ite(nrO,*) 'monitor out =1 ; printer out =2 '
v; -~:~{nrO,*) 'ENTER out'
read(nrO,*} out
if(out.ne.1.and.out.ne.2) geto 9
if(out.eq.i) call plots(O,plomon,plomon)
if{out.eq.2) call plotS(O,O,plopri)
fn = 'Radial
call plsei(out,work,v2,nlast,dt,tlengt,ylengt,xmaxwi,yrnaxwi
.,1n,1f,1,0.0,'n')
In = 'Transverse '
call plsei(out, work;v, nlast,dt,tlengt,ylengt,xmaxw!, ymaxwi
.,fn,ff,2,O,Q/n:')
call plot(O.01\;1.0,999)
J.
11 continue
return
end
C******************************************************
Subroutine Calce(v1, v2, lparr, dt,aincde, np)
real vt (ntJ),v2(np)
integer tlrne.j.loop
real q,r,z,zr,,7\,b,c,Z2,r2,rz.d;so,root1 ,root2,1
character chi *1
cThis subroutine calcUlates the angle of errlergence between L
c and the radial dlreetlon R after the method of Vinnik et al
c (1993) which is in fact the method of Husebye ~tal (1975).
c Reference to this paper will have to be made to follow logic
c of this subroutine.
100 format(a)
cCalculate the number of data points representative of the main
o P wave arrival.
10 write(* I*) 'Enter the duration time of the main P'
write(* I*) ,arrival'
read(*,*) q
time = Int(q/dt)
loop = lparr-i-tlme
c Note- the parameter IPARRwas determined in the PARAM subroutine
clnltlalise loop variables to zero
z2=O
r2:::Q
rz::::O
cOaloulate the averages
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do 12 j=-iparr,loop
z2 :::::z2 + vi 0)*v1 0)
r2 :::::r2 + v20)*v20)
rz :::::tz + V10)*v20)
12 continue
z::::float(z2/time)
r=float(r2/time)
zr:::::(fIQat(l'Zjtime)) * (float{rz/time})
c Establish t:l,b and c for the quadratic formula
a=1.0
b::::: ~(z+r)
c == (z*t ..zr)
cCalculate the appropriate roots
disc::::: b*b ~4*a*c
jf (disc:le.O) then
write(*, *) 'Discriminant less than zero'
geta 999
endif
disc == sqrt(disc)
reott = (~b+disc}/2*a
rootz == (wbwdisc)/2*a
cCalculate the larger root
I :t=. jmax(root1, root2)
ouse the larger root to calculate the emergent angle
zr == sqrt(zr)
I := 1- z
aincde :;::atan(zrjl)
write(*,*) 'The angle of emergence is ',aincde
writel(*, *) 'WOUld you like to change the P wave duration'
reacJ(*,100) chi
if(ch1.eq.'y') goto 10
write(* ,*) 'Enter alncde'
read(* ,*) aincde
999 continue
end
C*****"t,If***********·It***************1,**********************t..********
Subroutine Rotlh
.(nrO,vi, V2,w(Jrk,nlast, dt, plomon, ploprl, tlengt, ylengt,xmaxwi,
.ymaxwi,fn,aincde,ff)
real vi (nlsst) ,v2(nlast) .work(nlast)
character ch*20,fn*20,ff*60,ch1 *1,na:rle1 *'12
integer out, plomon, plopri
cThis subroutine operates on the vertical (V1~and radial components
c (V2) and converts them to a component in ihe principal direction L
c and to a component transverse to this HH. In theory the HH component
c should only contain Sv energy. The L component is stored in V1 while the
c HH component is stored In V2. The emergent angle 'e' is calculated
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o in subroutine CALCE,
e = alncde
do t i==1,nlast-2
HH == V2(iJ*sin(e)-vi (i)*cos(e)
SAL == v1 (i)*sin(e) +v2(i)*cos(e)
vi (i) == I3AL
1 V2(i)=HH
cProvision is now made to plot tl:"';egraphs on the screen
100 format(a)
105 format(a60)
write(nrO,*)
.' do you want to plot Lradlal and H comp? (y,n)'
read (nrO,.100) ch
if(ch.eq.'n') go to 11
write(*,*) 'Isa neWtitlerequired for the graph'
write{'11,*)'Enter (y) if graphics where not called in FILTER'
read(*,100) chi
if(ch1.ne.'y') goto 9
write(*,*) 'Enter the title of the graph'
read(\ t 05) ff
clnltlaltse the plateS software
9 write(nrO,*) 'Define the output device for plot'
Wl'ite{nrO,*) 'monitor out =1 ; printer out =2 '
write(nrO,*} 'ENTER out'
read(nrO,*) out
if(out.ne.1.and.out.ne.2) goto !3
if(out.eq.1) call plots(O,plomon,plomon)
if(out.eq.2) call plots(O,O,plopri)
tn = 'L-Component '
call plsei(out,work.vt, nlest.dt, tlengt,ylengt,xmaxvvi,ymaxwi
.,io,ft,1,O.O,'n')
tn == 'H-Component '
call pl$ei(outfwork,v2,nlast~dt,tlengt,ylengt,xmaA'Wi,ymaxwi
.,fn,ff,2,O.O,',n')
call plot(O.O,0.O,999)
11 continue
return
end
c****************************w*************************
Subroutine Cross
.(nrO,v1,V2,v,auto,work,niast,dt,plomon,plopri,tlengt,ylengt,
.xmaxwi,ymaxwi,in,ff,iparr)
real vi (nlast) ,V2(nlast),v(nlast) ,~Jto(nlast),work(nlast)
character Ch*20,fn*20,ff*60,fsta*20,ch1 *1 ,ch2*1,namei *20
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integer out, plomon, plcprl
cThis subroutine calculates the standerdlzed H component. It
c effectively calculates the cross correlation of the Hand L
c components, normalised with respect to the energy of the L
c component
write(nrO.*) 'ENTER lenght of P-pulse sec'
read(nrO,*) pleng
ipleng == int(pleng/dt) + 1
write(nrO,*),ipleng::;' ,ipleng,'iparr=' J ipa.rr
cCalc:ulate the energy of the L component
snorm == 0.0
do 1 i == lparr , lparr + ipleng - 1
1 snorrn = vi (I).* vi (I) + snorm
cCalc:ulate the normalised cross correlation of the Land H components.
do 2 j=i ,nlast-2-ipleng+:1
s = 0.0
$2=0.0
do 3 i=:iparr,iparr+ipleng-i
s ::::v2(i+J-iparr)*v1 (i) + s
3 s2 == v1(i+j-iparr~~~vi(I) + s2
work(j) =s2/snorm
2 v(j) == s/snorm
do 4 j =nla.st-2-ipleng+2,nla.st ..2
workO}==0.0
4 vO> =0.0
cWrite L's autocorrelatlon back into the matrix Vi hotlng the auto-
ccorrelatlon peak positiot"
do i0 1=1 ,nlast-2
10 vi (I)==wol'k(i)
Lmax==vi (1)
mrnm=t
do 5 i=iparr-50,iparr+ipleng
if(V1(I).ga.Lrnax) then
Lmax=vt (i)
mmm=l
5 endif
write(*,*) 'L - component maxlmurn.at " mmm
cCall plot software
1:00 format(a)
"105 format(a60)
write(nrO,*)
..' Do you want to plot a HH- component? (Yin)'
read(nrO,100) ch
if(ch.eq.'n') go to 11
write(*. *) 'Is a new title required for the graph'
write(*,*) 'Enter (y) if grQ(..'hicswhere not called in FILTER'
read(*,100) chi
If(ch1.ne.'y') goto 9
write(*,*) 'Enter the title of the graph'
read(* ,105) ff
c Initialize PlateS
9 write(nrO,*) 'Define the output device for plot'
write(nrO, *} 'monitor out =1 ; printer out =2 '
write(nrO, *) 'ENTER out'
read (nrO,*) out
if(out.ne.1.and.out.l"a.2) goto 9
if(out.eq.1) call plots(O,plomon,plomon)
if(out.eq.2) call plots(O,O,plopri)
fn ;:: 'H".Component'
pall plsei(out,work,v,nlast,dt,tlengt,ylengt,xmaxwi,ymaxwi
.,fn,ff,2,ymax,ch2)
111 :; 'La.Component I
call plsei(out,work,v1,nlast,dt,ttengt,ylengt,xmaxwi,ymaxwi
.,fn,'ff,1,ym8X,ch2)
call plot(O.O,O.O,999)
cProvlsion Is made at this stage to write out the required Hand L
c components.
cThe auto-correlation maximum of the L component will be at a time
c given by mmrn, The follOWing algorithm shifts the l-l-cornponent
c matrix sO that all arrivals .reiative to this time will be relative
c to a matrbs address of 200 or 14 seconds (ie. L(lTIrnrn) Is Shifted to
o L(200) with Ic~corresponding shift in H()
11 write(nrO,*}
.' Do you want. to save the HH-eomponent ? (y,n)'
read(nrO,100) oh
if(oh.eq.'n') go to 12
iii=200-mmm
do 400 j:::::1,nlast
work(i) =v1 (i)
400 aute>(i)=v(l)
if (liI.ge.O) then
do 401 i=1,nlast ..jjj
vi (i+ iii) =work(l)
401 v(i+Iii):::::auto(i)
do 402 j:::::1,lii
vi (i) =0.0
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402 v(i) ==0.0
do 403 i==nlast·iii+1 .nlast-z
vi (i}==O.O
403 v(i) = 0.0
endif
if (HUt.0) then
11i==-i* iii
do 404 i=jjj+i .nlast-z
vi (l+lll) =work(i)
404 v(i+iii)==auto(i)
do 405 i=1 ,jjj
vi (i)=0.0
405 v(i) ==0.0
do 406 i=nlast-2+iii,nlast-2
vi (i)=O.O
406 v(i)=O.O
endif
140 format(fS.3,5x, f10.3)
vi (nlast-tj=tnmrn
write(nrO,*) 'ENTER FILE NAME .. H seismogram'
read(nrO,100) fsta
open(2,file = fsta)
write (2, 140) (i*0.07,v(i},i==1,nlast-2)
010$e(2)
write(nrO, *) 'ENTER FILE NAME ~L seismogram'
read(nrO,100) fsta
open(2,file ==fsta)
write{2,140} (i*O.07,v1 (i),i=i,nlasH)
010$9(2)
120lntinue
return
end
o*************************~****************************************
Subroutine Plsei(out,x,y,n,dt,tlengt,ylengt,xmaxwi,ymaxwi
.,fn,ff,jjj,delta,chdelt)
real dt, tlenqt, ylengt,xmaxwi, ymaxwi, delta
real x(n),y(n)
integer out,m,n
character tekst'~ t 3,fn*20,ff*60,ohdelt*1
c'Ihls subroutine initialises and plots the graphs required at
c various places In the main program, Use is made of the PLOTSS
c and DRJVE88 libraries which must be declared at compile time.
c Obvlous'v the program can be run without an on screen graph ever
c being called. Thus this subroutine is seperate from the maln program
c and no attempt will be made to comment on it In any detail here.
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c Hard copy routines were written for original 'ancient' IBM type
c printers. They should work provided initialization Is performed
c correctly in FILOl\I,FOR.
inc =1
if(out.eq.2) tlengt=6
it(out.eq.2) ylengt=2
do 1 I 0:::: t, n..2
1 x(i) :::::dt* (i-i)
x(n-1)=: xCi)
x(n) :::::( x(n-2)-x(1})1 tler,~t
ifOU.eq.1)then
tekst='T I ~.R E sec'
else tekst='
endif
kt=o
dts=dt
st=10.
3 dts =: dts * st
kt=kt+1
if(dts.gt.1.) go to 4
go to 3
4 kt=ktu2
if(kt.gt.2) then
kt:::::kt-2
tekst='T 1M E msec'
endif
if(out.eq.1) ymaxwi = 1.2 * yrnaxwl
call windcw(O.,o.,xmaxwi,ymaxwi}
cRedefine a new crgin
plonet = 1.4*ylengt* (jjH) + 1.5
if(out.eq.1) call plot(2.5,plol'le1,u3)
plcne2 ==3.3/2.*ylengt*Gjj-1) +1.4
if(out.eq.2) call plot(plcr.e2,O.7,~)
qwert==3.E
call symbol(OA,ylengt-O.1,O.3,ff,O.,50)
ePlct the graphs
if{out.eq.t) call staxls(O.25,O.3,O.2,O.2,k'c)
if(out.eq.2) call staxis(O.11,O.2,O.2,O.25,kt}
call scale(y,ylengt,n-2,inc)
if(chdelt.eq,'y') y{n) = delta
if(chdelt.eq. 'y') y(n-1) = -y(n)
if(out.eq.1)
.call axis(O.O,O.O,tekst,-13,tlellgt,O.,x(n-1),x(n»
if(cut.eq.2}
.call axis(ylengt,O.O,tekst,-13,tlengt,90.,x(n-1),x(n»
ndeca s= i
if(abs(y(n-1».Ie.O.01) ndeca=2
if{out.eq.1) call staxis(O.2:2,O.3,O.3,O.25,ndeca)
if{out.eq.2) call staxis(O.11,O.2,O.2,O.25,ndeca)
tekst=='
if(out.eq.1)
.call axis(O,Q,O.O,fri',,13,ylengt,90.,y(n~1),y(r))
if(out.eq.2)
.call axis(ylengt,O.O,fn,13,ylengt, 180.,y(n~1),y(n))
if(cut.eq.1) call1il1e(x,y,n~2,inc,O,O}
if(out.eq.2) then
do 41 i=1,n-2
41 YO) ==..y(i}
call line(y,x,n-2,inc,O,O)
do 42 j.;:::1,n-2
42 y(i) ==- y(i)
endif
return
enj
C********W********************************i:**$'*****
Program Tps
'# A program to calculate the time interval between .p and psv arrivals
* with the angle of emergence $' the base of the rrust a USer entered
1< parameter, Velocities are based on the lasp9f model frot>mthe 1991
* 'I\SPEI Seismological Tables. The depth corresl)onding to
'" .natrlx element i Is il~10.0 km.
fe-atXt,v~yp,d!:lltaf.newang,orlgang,clum1, dum2
real pv~ 100},$vet(1OO),vpint(100).vsint(1 (0),tlme(1 00),temp(1 00)
Integ€:.:'f"
character n'lme'il2J
100 format( a)
*ReCildin incident angle at the base Of the crust
13 write(*, *) 'Enter the inclderlt angle at the tlase at the crust In
.deqrses, Enter o. to exit program.'
read(*, t.') newC),ng
newang==newaug"u.0174S33
if (newang.eq.O.) stop
write(* 1*) 'Enter the output filename'
read(* ,100) name
open(20,file :::;name)
* Earth's radius (a) :::;6$71km
* Radial distance (fre-ttl the earth's surface) ==r*10.0
* Calculate the velot;ity model
a = $$71.0
do 9 r .'= t ,2
pvel(rl r; 5.8
(wel(,') .'" 3.36
pvel(3) :::;G.f
svel(3) = 3.75
do 15 r::;: 4,12
x -- (a-r*10.0)/a
pvel(r) ::;:8.7854 ~0.7495*X
svel(r) ;:: 6,7062 - 2.Z486*x
9
1.e:::.,
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do 16 r ::::13121
x=(a-r*10.0)/a
pval(r) = 25.4139-17.6972*X
16 svel(r} = 5.7502 - 1.2742*x
do 17 r = 22.41
)(=(a~r*10.0)/a
pvel(r) = 30.7876 - 23.2541*x
17 svel(r) ;::: 15.2421 - ii .0855*x
do 20 r = 42,66
x~(a-r*"1 O.O)/ia
pv~(r) .'1:: 29.3889 - 21..40661\·x
20 $vel{r) = 17.7013 -13.5065*)(
do 21 r = 67,76
'(= (a,..r*1 O.O)/a
pvel(r) :;:;25.9696 ~16.9341=x
21 svel(r) ;=; 20.7689 '. 16.5314*x
*Calculate the travel time along the ray path for an angle
* of 0.4567 at the base of the crust. This corresponds to an eplcentral
1; distance of 67 deg (Menahem and Singh p482). The process is then
1: repeated for the user defined base of crust,
origang::::O.4567
deltar=10.
do i=O,16
vpint(i) ==0.
vsint(i) :::;0.
temp(i);:::O.
time(i) =0.
enddo
rayp==sih(origang)*(a-40.)/pve!(4)
do r=i,76
durnt -:>sqrt(1./svel(r)**2.-(rayp/(a-r*1 0.))**2.)*deltar
vsint(r) =vsint(r-1) +dumt
dUm2==sqrt(i./pvel(r)**2.-(rayp/(a-r*10.})**2.}*deltar
vpint(r) =vpint(r., 1)+dum2
enddo
do r=1,76
temp(r) =vsint(r)-vpint(r)
enddo
rayp==sih(newang) *(a-40.)/pvel( 4)
do r==1,76
durnt =sqrt('1./svel(r)**2.-(rayp/(a-r*1 0.»**2.)*deltar
vsint(r) =vsint(r-i )+dum1
dum2:::;sqrt(1./pvel(r)**2.-(rayp/(a-r*10.))**2.)*deltar
vpint(r) =vpint(r-1) +durn2
enddo
do r==1,76
time(r) =vsint(r)-vpint(r)-temp(r)
enddo
8S format(i4,3x,f8.S)
do 85 r :::;0,76,4
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85 write(20,86) r,Ume(r)
close{20)
goto 13
end
**********************************************************************
Program Pcstaek
....·A program to delay and sum many seismic traces for a single
* station.
parameter (nlast ;:;! 1850,ndepth=20,nsels::::1 0)
real tdelay(nseis,ndepth) ,vi (nlast) ,v(nsels,nlast),
.work(nlast-400), v2(nlast-400)
real dt,avg
common /temp1JvJtemp2/tdelaY,v1 ,work
integer plomon,plopri,out,i,j,l<,I,nse,time,points
character*12 namat (nsels) ,name2(nseis) ,list1 *12,list~*12
character chi *3,ch2*2,ch3*S,ch8*8,res*'I,fn*20,fi*60
·Constants for plot88. The name nomenclature as used in FILON
* is used here.
*Number of rnonltor « plomon.number of printer::: plopri.
data plomon/at I,propri/5/,xmaxwi/42. 0/ymaxwi/12.01
data tlengt/18.0/,ylengtj6.01
cha=' ,
*Define the sampling period.
dt = 0.07
10 format(i2)
100 format( a)
1.01 format(f8.3)
i 02 format(i 3x,f1 0.3)
104 format(fR.3,2X,i8.3)
105 format(10x,18.3)
106 format(a60)
107 format(ai 2)
108 format(7x,f8.3)
write(*,*) 'Do you wish to go straight to graphics'
read(*,100) res
if(res ..sq.y') goto 145
write(* ,*) 'Enter the station name ego BPI'
read(*,100) chi
write(*,*) 'Enter the name of the H-comp file list'
re"'.-t(*,107) listi
open,200,file :::: listl)
write(*,*) 'Enter the name of the time-delay file list'
read(* ,107) Iist2
open(201,file = Iist2)
*Enter the number of seismograms
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writa(*,*) 'How many selemoqrams are to be stacked'
read(*, *) nss
*Enter the H component seismogram data. These files are generated in
* program FILON. All data are stucked relative to an origin coinciding
'* with a. matrix address j ;:::200.
do 30 i:::::1 .nse
write{*,*} 'Entering seismogram filename "i
read(200,100) namet (i)
SO write(*, 100) namst (i)
close(200)
*Enter the nsme of the time delay files. Note these files must be
7< entered in an order so that they correspond with the respective
* seismogram
do 40 j:::::1,Ilse
write{* 1<;') 'Entering tim~'-delay file' ,i
read(20i ,'1 00) name2(i)
40 w:ite(*, i 00) name2(i)
close(201)
*Read In the two data sets
*The stacked H component selsrnoqrams-
do 50 i=1 ,nse
open(i,til'9 (~ nq_l}1e,i <i))
do 55 j==1,nlast-2
read(i,1()2) v(i,D55
50 blose(i)
* and the time delays.
do 60 i=1,nse
open(i;file :::;;namf~2(1»)
do 65 j:::::1 .ndepth
read(h 108) tdelay(i,j)
closetl)
write(*,*) 'Data input complete'
65
60
*Gonvert the time delays to data point delays.
cio 70 1=1,l1se
do 75 j==i .ndepth
75 tdelay(i,j) == (tdelay(i,j)/dt)
70 continue
*Calculate the average to 'normalise' the·weight of each seismogram
write(* 1*) 'Stacking commenced'
avg == 1/float(nse)
*Depth·stacking is performed for a number of trial phasing depths.
do 80 i=::i ,ndepth
write(ch2,10) (j·1)*4
ch3:::::ch1/1ch2
write(* 1100) ch3
do 78 1==1,nlast-2
78 v1 (I) = 0.0
do 90 }=1 ,nse
time = int(tdel&y(j,i))
do 110 k=200,nlast-200
i10 V1{k-199} = v(j,k+time)*avg + vi (k-199)
90 continue
open{i,tile = chS}
write(i, '(a)') Ci;12
do 120 k=1,nlast-400
tt=(k-1)*0.07
120 write(i, "1 04) tt,VI (k)
close{\)
80 continue
*Graphics applications
145 write{*,*) 'Do you wlsh for graphics output of one of'
write(*,*) 'the files ,y(es) or n(o)'
read(* ,100) res
if(res.ne.'y'.a.nd.res.ne,'II') gato 145
if(res.eq/n'} goto 500
150 write(*, *) 'Enter filename'
read (*,100) eha
open(SO,file = en3)
do 160 i=1,nlast402
160 read(SO,1 05} v2{i)
write(*,*} 'Enter the title of the graph'
read(*,i06) ff
fn=cl13/1ch8
165 write(*, *) 'Define the output monitor'
write(* ,*) 'Monitor = "plotter::;: 2'
read(*,*) out
if(out.ne.1.and.out.ne.2) goto 165
if(out-eq.1) call pJots(O,plomon,plomon)
If(out.eq.2} call plots(O,O,plopri)
points=nlast-400
call plsei( out,work,V2tPoints,dt, tlengt,ylengt,xmaxwi,ymaxwi,
.fn,ff,I,O.O,'n')
call plot(0.O,O.0,999}
170 write(*,*) 'Do you wish to plot another file~ y,n),
read(*,100) res
if(res.ne,'y' .and.res.ne. 'n') goto 170
jf(res.eq.'y') goto i50
if(res.eq.'n') gotQ 500
500 contlnve
end
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c*****************"'****-lc**************************************~**
Program Seisgraf2
SEISGRAF ***
Seismic Plotting Program: Commissioned by De Beers **""
<I> G.R.J.Cooper(%@) June'90 <I> ***
***
***
***
c(%@) - Modified by P A Catterrnole to be compatible with ih,QI
c requirements of the current study.
$STORAGE:2
*This proqram displays the output of the LF, HF and Rf files
*generated by the program which performs p.;S conversions.
*Any other set of files may be displayed provided that aU the files
*in a gist are of the same length (not exceeding 1500 points) and in the
*correct format.
Integer Option,Npts(20}, Trace,NoTr~c~:;
Integer Sport,Smodel, Prport, Prmodel,Plport, Plmodel
Oharacter Header(20)*3
Character*1 Str1
Logical Present
Cammon No'lraces.Npts.Header
Common /Devicel Sport,Smodel, Prport.Prmodei, Plport.Plmodel
* Read in hardware configuration
*The file SGRAF.CFG must be present when $eisgrf2 is run. This file
ifcontains the srsen and printer configurations for Plot88.
4 format(i3,2){,i3,2x,iS,2xli3,2x,j3,2x,iS)
Open(7,File:::'Sgraf.Cfg')
Read(7.,4) Sport, Smodel, Prport, Prmodel, Plport.Plrncdel
write(* ,4) sport.smodel, prport, prmodel, piport, plmodel
CI06e(7)
1 write(*, *) 'Options are'
write(*,*) '1 .. Read in data'
write(*, *) '2 - Onscreen plot'
write(* I*) '3 - Hard Copy'
write(* J 'it) '4 - f.xit'
write(*,*) 'Enter option'
read(*, *) option
if{option.eq.1) call dataread
if(option.eq.2) call screen plot
if(option.eq.S) call hardcopy
if(option.eq.4) STOP
goto 1
end
***************************************h*************************
Subroutine DataRead
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Integer Npts(20),Traoe,N,NoTraces
GharacterHeader(20)*3,f=ileName*15,Str1 *1 .narnet *is
Beal TimEl(20,1500) ,Amp(20,1500)
lqgical Present
Common NoTraces,j\Jpts,Header
Commo!1 IX! Time
Common NI Amp
*In this subroutine the data is read into the program. The iitle that
*will be accorded to each graph Is the same as the filename. A check
*routine is included to ensure that the file to be read in exists.
write(*,*) '.REAO IN SEISMIC DATA'
5 write(* I*) 'Enter the fllename containing the records to plot'
read{*,'(a)') narnet
open(200,file::::::name1 )
write(* ,*) 'How many traces do you wish to plot l'
read(*,*} NoTraces
Do Trace=t ,NoTraces
write(* ,*) trace
read (200,' (a)') filename
Inquire(File= Filename, Exist:::::Present)
If (Present.Eqv ..False.) then
write(*,*) 'Warning ~ no file of that name found.'
Goto 5
End If
write(* I*) 'Reading in the data .. .'
Header(Trace) ::; Filename
Open(6,File=Filename)
Read(6,'(a)') Header(Trace)
write(* I' (a)'} Header(Trace)
10 Forrnat(A)
N==O
20 If (Eof(6).Eqv -=a!se.) then
N=N+1
Read(6,*,Err==25,End=25) Time(Trace,N),Amp(Trace,N)
Gato 20
End If
25 Continue
Close(6)
N=N~1
write('" ,*) N
Npts(Tra-:;e) ==N
End do
010se(200)
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Return
End
Subroutine Screen Plot
Integer Npts(20) ITrace,NoTraces
Integer Sport, Smodel, Prport.Prmodel, Plport, Plmodel
Character Header(20) *3,XI*20
Real MinX,MinY,MaxX,MaxY,Length,Height
Real XX(20},yy(20),zz(20)
Real Time(20,1500),Amp(20, 1500) ,TempT(1500),TernpA(1500)
J
Common Nq,Traces,Npts,Header
Common !XI Time
Common /VI Amp
Common /TempI TempT,TempA
Common IDevicel Sport,Smodel, Prport.Prmodel.Plport, Plmodel
i0 format(a)
If (Sport.Eq.97) then ! Ega
MinX=O.6
MinY==O.6
Length ==8.2
Height==6.4
MaxX=9.4
MaxY==7.5
Else if (Sport.Eq.99) then ! ega
Leng p=6.9
Heig!'it==4.9
MinX:::::O.6
MinY=O.6
MaxX::::8.0
MaxY=5.9
Else f Hgc
MinX=O.6
MinY==O.6
Length=7.2
Height=4.5
MaxX=8.25
MaxY=5.45
End If
*This subroutine produces a rough copy of the graphs on the screen.
*It is here that the spacing between each graph and axis scale should
*be determined.
* E' +erthe spacing between each graph
*NOTE!!!!
*The spacing between each graph also determines the Y axis length of
*each graph. Only a limited number of graphs can be produced on an
*A4 sheet. Hence if two graph sets (on seperate pieces) of paper are
*to be compared directly it is v,\talthat the spacing and scaling
*factors used are the same for each set.
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write(*, *) 'Enter the spacing between each graph.'
write(* ,.*) 'Values between 0.25 and 1.0 are recommended.'
read{*, *) space
write(*, *) 'Calling plots'
Call Plots(O,Sport,Smodel}
write(*.*) 'Plots called ',sport,smodel
*The absolute difference between the maximum and minimum amplitudA
*for each graph is calculated for scaling purposes.
do Trace =1 ,NoT races
xx(Trace) =Amp(Trace, 1}
yy(Trace} ::=Amp(Trace,1 )
do i=1 ,Npts(Trace)
if(Amp(Trac9,i).gt.xx(Trace)) then
xx(Trace) ==Amp(Trace, i)
endif
if(Amp(Trace,i) .It.yy(Trace)} then
yy{Trace) =Amp(Trace,i)
endif
end do
end do
do Trace=f.No'Treces
zz(TI'ace)=xx(Trace}-yy(trace)
write(* ,*) Trace,zz(trace)
end do
*The user can scale the Y axis using any graph. The scaling factor for
*all H,R and L component graphs will always be approximately the same.
*AII other graphs Yaxes will be scaled relative the values entered.
*Once again these values should be kept the same if other graphs
*produced on a different sheet of paper are to be compared.
write(*,*) 'Scale with Trace?'
read(*,*) j
write(* ,*) j
do i=1,NptsU)
TempA(i) = AmpU,i)
end do
write(*,*) 'Entering scale'
call Scale(TempA,space*2,NptsU),1)
cal! Scale(TempT,Length,NptsU),1)
First= TempA(NptsO) + 1)
Delta::::TempA(NptsU) +2)
Frist=Ternp'I'(N pts 0) +1)
Detla= TempT(NptsQ) +2)
write(*,*) 'First = Delta::;'
write(*, *) firstJdelta
write(* ,*) 'Enter your first and delta'
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read(*,*) first,delta
00 Tracs=t ,NoTraces
do j=1,Npts(Trace)
TempA(i) =Amp(Trace,i)
TempT(i) =Time(Trace,i)
end do
TempA(Npts(Trace) +1)=first
TempA(npts(Trace) +2) =Delta
TempT(npts(Trace) + 1)=-20.0
TempT(n::>b(Trace)+2)=17.5
aaa=float{Trace)-0.5
if{trace.eq.1) then
Call Plot(0.5,aaal..:3)
XI=' ,
Call Staxis{0.1 ,0.1,0.1 ,0.01 ,1)
Call Axis(O.O,O.O,XI,-iO,Length,0.0,-20.0,17.5)
else
call plot{O.O,space,-3)
endif
Call Staxis(-0.12,O.15,O.1,-0.O,1)
Call Axis(O.O,O.O,Header(Trace) ,3,i,!.),90.0,first,delta)
Call Line(TempT,TempA,Npts(Trace),1 ,0,0)
End OCt
Call Plot(0.O,O.O,9S9)
Return
End
Subroutine HardCopy
Integer Npts(20), Trace,loport, Hmodel,NoTraces
Integer Sport,Smodel, Prport, Prrnodel, PIport, Pimadel
Character Header(20)*3,chr*20
Real MinX,MinY,fVlaxX, MaxY,length,space,xx(20), yy(20).,zz(20)
Real Time(20,1500) ,Amp(20, 1500)
Real TempT('i500},TempA(1500)
Common NoTraces,Npts,Header
Common !XI Time
Common !VI Amp
Common [remp! TempT,TempA
Common IDevicel Sport,Smodai,Prport, Prmcdei.Plport.Plrncdel
write(* ,'II) 'Printer output'
write(*,*) 'Printer options must be set in th1e SGRAF.CFG file'
Pr=1
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If (Pr.Eq.1) then I Printer output
loport=Prport
Hmodel::::PrModel
Length =5.5
MaxX.::::9.5
J'vilinX=O.6
MinY::::0.6
MaxY=7.7
Glse ! Plotter output
i1l1inX=O.6
MinY=0.6
loport=PIPort
Hmodel=P!Model
MaxY=9.5
Length=f:hO
MaxX=9.5
End If
writA(*,*) 'Enter the spacing between each graph.'
write(*, *) 'Values between 0.25 and 1.0 are recommended.'
read(*,*) space
calf PJots{O,loport,Hmodel)
call Simplx
DeltaY=O.4
do Trace=t.No'Iracee
xx{Trace) =Amp(Trace, 1)
yy{Trace) ~;:Amp(Trace,1)
do i==1,Npts(Trace)
if(Amp(Trace,i).gt.xx(Trace)) then
xx(Trace) ::::,~mp(Trace,i)
endif
if(Amp(Trace,i).It.yy(Trace» then
yy(Trace) =Amp(Trace,i)
endif
end do
end do
do Trace=t.No'Iraces
zz{Trace} =xx(Trace)-yy(trace)
write(* ,*) Trace.zzltrace)
end do
write(*,*) 'Beale with Trace?'
read(*,*) j
write(*,*) j
do i::::1,Npts(j}
TempA(!) ::::AmpU,i)
TempT(!) ::::TimeO,i)
end do
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call Scals(TempA,space*2,O.Nptsij), i)
call $cale(TempT,6.5,NptsO),1)
First;::Tp.mpA(NptsQ)+1)
Delta;::TempA{NptsG)+2}
Frist,==TempT(NptsG)+1)
Detla= TempT(NptsO)+2}
write(*,*) 'First == Delta ='
wr!te(\*) first,delta
write('\ *) 'Enter your first and delta'
read(*,*) iirst,delts..
Call Plot(MaxX-0.5,0.5,-3)
chr;::' ,
Call Staxis(0.1 ,0.1,0.1,0.01, i)
Call Axis(O.O,O.o,chr,-iO,Length,9n.O,frist,de~la)
Call Pi?t(-space,O.O,-3)
Do Traca=t .No'Iraces
do i=1,Npts(Trace)
TempA(i) =-Amp(Trace,i)
TempT(i)=Time(Trace, i)
end do
TempA(Npts(Trace) + t)=first
TempA(npts(Trace) +2} =Delta.
TempT(npts(Trace) + 1) ==Frist
TempT(npts(Trace) +2) = Detla
Call Plot(-space,.O.O,-3)
Call Symbol(space*0.45,O.0,O.1,Header{Trace),90.0,15)
Call Staxis(-O.12,0.15,0.l,-O.0,1)
Call Axis(0.0,2.0,chl·,..10,1.0,0.O,first,delta)
Cail Une(TempA,TempT,Npts(Trace}, 1,0,0)
End Do
Call Plot(0.O,O.0,999)
Return
End
c****'f<********************************"'******
Program Stk467
cA program to stack stacked records generated using program pcstack
real depth(2000).,data(2000,5) ,aos(2000)
real tmp
integer dpos
chara.cter-"'12name(5)
write(*,*) 'How many stacked seismograms do you Wish to stack'
read(*,*} n
write(*,*} 'Enter" n, .J seismogram names'
open{10,fiIe='stacl<..out',status='unknown')
do i=1,n
read('II,' (a)') name(i)
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"
open(i,file=name(i),sfatuS=\lnknown')
enddo
do i=1,n
G dpos ~the phasing depth being stacked. This is appended at the beginning of ~~lefile in
c pcstack ,
read(i,*), dpos
do j=l,2000 I.
read(i,*,erJd=999)depthO) ,datau, i)
enddo
999 confir1!J$
cStecl<:aria average each output trace
do j=1 ,2000'
tmp=O.
do j:::1 ,n
" tmp==tmp+data(j,i)
enddo i)
,;m~(l)::::tmp/n
endclo· Y,
writ~(:(i;Jti~i4)' dpos
dOJ' ==1 rd ."
.,Y__ _: J J i _ _____ ___ _ _ ..',_'
write(1 0,' (f8.3,11O.3)')depth{j),ansO)
enddo
do l=t.n
close(n)
encjdo
close(10)
sto~
end
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